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"With Malice toward None, with Charity for All, and with Firmness in the Right
ROY.

Volume XIV.

following are the first
names called from Roy. Milly and
Solano Precincts. Mora County
has to furnish 136 for first call,
but the names included herewith
are the first 300 called. It is
figured that at least 50 percent
will be exempted for various
reasons. The examining board
will meet at Mora, WagonMound
and Roy so the following will
meet the local board at Roy, Announcement of date and place of
meeting in Roy will be published
in the Spanish American and a
copy posted in the Post Office.
All those conscripted will receive notice of same by mail,
The

ROY

Eulogio Esquibel

Margarito Vigil
WHWendland

ALHofer
Manning Osborne
William H Jones
Bernardo Trujillo
C. Floyd Morris
L. W. Woodard
Henry A, Gulley
William L. Weisdorfer
Chas. H. Welch

Frank SeidelJr.
Oscar Lee Woodard
Noah F. Moore
Elias Sanchez
,
Chas. E. Gibson
Guy E. Merrill
Jacob L. Rodriguez
Robert Todd
James F. Lusk

Webb Kidd

Arthur W. Farris
Frank Lukasak
Manuel Naranjo
'

Librado Medina
Arturo Montoya
Floyd E. Ivey
Leo M. Wagner
Oscar A, Smith
Forrest II. Judy
WmR. Brashears
Joseph B. Woodard

comThere is considerable
plaint being made against governor Lindsey's alleged partiality
in his recommendations of repub
lican exemption boards over dem
ocratic counties, If. these exemption board's decisions are
viewed in the same light as the
governor's
appointments, one
might imagine some big stout
burly influential republican walk
ing up home on a flimsy excuse
while some weakly democratic
son would be told to hike it for
France under a republican captain. We do not say this will oc
cur, but should it occur what
well it's a safe guess to say that
what has been said about these
appointments will look like a
breeze in a cyclone, Lindsey is
responsible for these appointments and their decisions, if just
- he intended so - if unjust the
Tatum Plains Democrat
same.

Cosme Hernandez

Ilindeman

SOLANO
182
194
191
166
168
175
169

,

Eulogio Esquibel, of Roy, has
of holding No.
258, which is the first number
drawn by Secretary of War, Bak
er, in the great lottery which decides who shall be called first.
Mr. Esquibel is a brother to Mrs.
Wm. C. Roy.

the distinction

-

Jose A. Mascarenas
Geo. E. Weisdorfer

Ralph F. Thompson
Ramon Cervantes
Laureano Garcia
A. B. Haile
David Gonzales

Little Juanita Jenkins, who
was sick and missed two months
of school last term in Arkansas,
is making up her grades the summet
Tuesday
Club
Ladies
The
Jusmer and hopes to pass and get
L.
C.
Mrs.
this week with
into the grade with the rest of
and
a
present
tice all members
her classmates here. She is a
fine time reported.
tireless little worker.
Mrs. Al Hanson is convalescSchool Piano Benefit
ing from her recent serious eper
Hospital
Plumlee
Dr.
the
ation at
and hopes to be able to ' return The Ladies of Roy will serve
Pie & Coffee to the public Saturhome Saturday.
day, August 11th. noon and all
Red Cross meeting at the afternoon, proceeds go to making
Christian Church Monday
another payment on the School
6, at 2:30, Important
Piano.. Patronize them and help
business. All members urged lo get this debt wiped out.
after-noon,vA-

.,

be, present...

v
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One of the biggest business
changes in Roy for the year was
the trade made this week in
which Fred Brown becomes the
owner of 920 acres more land,
the holdings of the Davenport
Bros, north of Roy and Will and
Jess Davenport become the owners of the Roy Garage and its
business together
established
with the residence, adjoining the
Garage. Mr. Brown gets the
growing crops with the land and
now has over 400 acres of beans
and plans to plant 500 acres of
wheat this fall, This makes him
one of the biggest individual far
mers on the mesa and he has
land that can but mean a fortune
in a few years,
The Davenport Bros, are not
new to the Garage business, as
our readers know. They have
acquired the best equipped garages in this part of the state and
a paying business with which
thev arethoroutrhlv familiar. It
was a good trade all round and
we see the chances larg for success for both parties to it.

get it straight that the
Wilson Co. will rebuild the eleva
tor at Roy destroyed in last summers fire. It will be a duplicate
of the former bqilding but better
fire proofed. This will facilitate
the handling of the wheat and
bean crops and be a great conven
ience to farmers who market
We

here.

who is in Rochester, Minn., for a ket.

New Mexico Booster

Orville Bruce Moon
John E Brockman
Michael F Varmick
Jacob F Lucero
John L Miller
Archie D. Fischer
Wm L. Weaver
Ramon Maestas
Frank L Moore
Jose M Máestas
71 James R. Baker
120 Thomas McGrath
155 R. G. Wenholz
133 Norman B. Moses
146 E. C. Smith
150 Thomas E. Scott
130 L F Maestas
136 Nerio Ortiz
96 Edward T Grace
138 Eduardo Padilla
91 Roy Evans

'

August

E. J. Fulton, of Columbus, N.
Mex. was in Roy this week giv-

ing us the "Onceover." He
likes tjie prospects here and will
return later with his well drilling
outfit and locate here permanent

Dr. Chas. F. Lukens, Superintendent of the Childrens home
Society at Albuquerque, was in
the city Wednesday, coming up
in the morning and returning to
his Albuquerque home on No, 9
that afternoon. Dr. Lukens is
interested in the creation of a
girl's reform school in Springer, using the present reform
building
school
which will
vacant,
be
The creation
soon
of the reform schooT here a few
years ago was intended for both
boys and girls but the accommodations have always been too
jnadequat to take care of girls,
but this can be done as soon as
the old building is vacated and
the new one occupied. Dr. Lukens says an institution for girls
in this state is necessary, and he
is about as well posted as anyone
in New Mexico on the subject.
Springer Stockman.

The Fifth Sunday S, S. Convention at Pleasant View attracted a large crowd Sunday.
The building was inadequate to
seat the audience and many miss
ed the program hut were comfortable in the autos., The dinner was a huge success. The
membership contest was won by
P. V. School on the largest percent in attendance and gain in
membership, under the leader
ship of Mr. Smith, who brought
eastern methods and enthusiasm
in S. S. work as well as in farming when he came to the new
farm he purchased near Pleasant
View. Another contest is planned with Miss Vivia Grihner as
secretary to end Sept. 30th.
Neis Benson and wife are the
proud parents of a girl born Sunday, July 29th,

Sam Strong accompanied a
shipment of cattle by the Floor
ly.
His IIeart in the
PIacc sheim Co. to Kansas City, start
Mr. Faltón has 35 years of exing Friday. He will take a short
perience in deep well drilling and
In answer to the requestor vacation and visit relatives at
will bring a 1200 foot Keystone
signers to the food Conversation Nickerson, Kansas on the return-trimachine with him. He makes a
It is a long time since Sam
pledge card the following was re
Dr. Geo. C. Roberts, the
very favorable impression or
not
been at call on the Floerhas
ladies
Red
by
Cross
ceived
the
tician from Raton, made a
those who met him,
job
and everyone misses
sheim
impression on Roy "I will give half an acre of beans
favorable
him
Arthur
makes a very
but
people during his short profes- and half an acre of corn to the
State University
good substitute.
sional visit here last week. He Red Cross" sighed, D M Valdez.
Young people in this vicinity, expressed satisfaction with the
Geo. Sallee, of Mills, one of
Mr. Valdez Is one of our most
and their parents will find in this business he found here and
land buyers on the Hoggatt
the
he
when
and
successful
farmers
by
issue a statement
the New
to return at some future
tract,
has been plowing with his
else
crop
no
one
good
fails
of
a
Mexico State University which time,
on the Laguna Seca Ranch
tractor
his
That
crop
either.
has
a
is worth their careful and
by
owned
Henrietta Russel. Miss
prov
is
place
right
in
is
the
thoughtful reading, It has to do Peter Wagner and wife, of Alva heart
Wood,
is "Hitching in"
Bessie
offer.
generous
with the opportunities waiting 'Oklahoma arrived in their Ford en by this
deal
plant wheat this
on
to
the
for the young ' people of New tlus week to visit their son, Leo
who have
Good
farmers
fail.
Will Davenport has discovered
Mexico who are prepared with and family and escape the expronounce
it the
work
seen
the
education and thorough training treme heat of Oklahoma for a that he can't keep house without
have
they
plowing
ana oraers it ior a year best tractor
to do their share in the work of few weeks, His wheat made 5 tne
cutting
plows
pulls
six
rebuilding the world which will bushels on $100. land and he has His wife knows what is necess-i- t seen. He
6 inches each and leaves sod land
he
keeping
house
even
if
for
ary
follow the war,
The boys and
Mr. Wagj
ready for
ready to drill without further
girls of New Mexico are fortun- - ner says that after he was 15 didn't.
preparation.
ate in the educational equipment miles west of Alva he saw six
Floersheim
Melville
which has been provided for wneat stacks until he arrived on
is. taking
Paul Anderson is finding it
Hp is much Dleased his vacation from the Sales Do- Only re - this mesa
them by the state.
partment of the Floersheim store difficult to thresh wheat. The
contly the State University has; with the crop conditions here
andwill spend it at the Faywood straw is so dry and brittle that it
added twelve week to its annual
, .
..
:
n.. i.utj
rt:,..
r
0:1
v,i
onver
working time, meaning mat in
tan iiaruiy
nül- Prll,Ss. lKAl
separaieu irom
Ron .ClAvvnrf snrl hlilt.' nmVMw.
W
tuture tne university winoe m hood crew at Liberty finished taking baths and recuperating the grain and not a straw of it
stays up on the racks all falling
full operation all year and will be three weeks run with the header "1& "t"iW,
on the grainpan in a heap that
ready to receive students when- liit FVi'itv with Kftfl cierrz in
'""v
:
a ...:...
i
ever they find it possible to en- fitfli-l- tn ehmv fnr It Th prnr.s
"u ullla wu" it1 paidW.
TV Prnrl-- i anrl wifo r.A twn r.f ocn
ter. As the University's state- were generally good in their dis- - their sons cr.me down from Daw-- ;
ment says, any young i person of
. Myra O. Def rees returned
son last week in their car and
trict.
average ability may secure an
Friday
from Lr.s Vegas where
e
were guests at the R. W.
education if he has the will to do
she
has
been attending summer
Bob Grunig finished his three
home for a few days ts
so. In the great era of oppor-tuni- y weeks run with the header Mon- well
school
and
will enjoy her vacaas visiting friends in town.
just ahead it is those who day and started Tuesday with Dr. Brady has received his com- tion and rest til! school begins.
are educated who will go to the the Anderson separator for a 60 mission as an Army Surgeon as
front. It may be difficult for our days run threshing. Bob is there has also Dr, Evans and they are
Miss Virginia Martin is back
boys and girls to appreciate the with the "know-how- "
from
Summer School at Las
on either daily waiting their call to active
necessity for this educational job.
glad to be home
Vegas,
and
service. Doc. brought his golf
training, but their parents, who
as ever a kid was. She gave
outfit along and did some practice
know better the meaning of opD. M. Martinez and a crew of work while here, He holds a a good account of herself in the
portunity, are able to appreciate his men were delivering wool in place next to
the champion golfer summer school as she did in the
it and they should see to it that Roy Monday. They are getting of New Mexico and aspires to Roy High.
their children are not permitted to market late this year, His first place on the state links.
to remain unprepared. The state father, Hon. Severino Martinez
Miss Lorine Lowery, of Las
University is doing its part more is still with him but his health is
Fred Brown will move into the Vegas, has been the guest of the
thoroughly than ever before. It not improving as had been hoped
"G. K. Block Annex" temporar- C. L. Wensell home this week
is to be in session at all times. for.
Doroteo was in Clayton ily while getting his bean crop She has accepted a position as
Living at the University has last week but detided to market
harvested. He will build a new Fancy Work Designer for the
been brought to such low cost his wool here.
Pictorial Review, a work she is
residence this winter.
well fitted to do and a position to
that any parent who can maintain hie children at home can Salome Garcia and son deliverCol. J. H. Paxton was in town be coveted by tnyone expert in
maintain them at the university ed wool in Roy Tuesday and took Wednesday. He has been under that line. Many friends wish
There is no longer any excuse in out two wagonloads of supplies the weather and is peeved with her success in her new work.
New Mexico for failure to pro- to their rapch.
the doctor who put him on a diet
Mrs. Mary Waters came home
vide thorough college education
which looks like starvation to
for every boy and girl. Parents
Prof. Russel is planning to put him.W hi.03 it pais him on his
"K
: . .
.
.
sxoy. Til nas
should keep this fact constantly in a big acreage of wheat on his
as
ana
is
vibiung
in
scarce
good
men are
feet again as
before them.
farm this fall. He will plant it now and we can't spare the been a long hard grind at summer school and it must be fine
himself instead of renting the dought colonel.
to get back to the high, cool
F. A. Bruce's wheat was land. A good idea for all who
mesa again.
threshed Tuesday and yielded 7 can do it.
Reports coming from all parts
bushels per acre.
It was so
New Residence
actlv
H. C. Bruce, of Mcpherson, of the United States of the
short they had to dig it and the
Gov
German
agent
the
of
of
Gilstrap has commenced
E.
J.
ities
yield encourages others to hope Kansas, accompanied by his
of
diseases
spreading
on
in
work
the foundation for a
E, R. Falgren and family ernment
for more than they had estimat-ed- ,do
character
malignant
new residence on his lots north
arrived in an auto Wednesday the .most
American of Dr. Plumlee's Hospital, It is
the
seem
not
A.
F.
son
his
guests
of
and are
of their danger to be of concrete blocks. Pete
Jack Mills, wife and .mother P.ruce the familv at the farm 2 people to a sense
fiends. It is no won- Gibson is the contractor and will
drove up in their Ford and at miles east of Roy. They have from these
Germany thinks us easy use his new, reinforced
tended
the Revival Meetings had a very pleasant' trip and are der that
easy that we do not space blocks. Mr. Gilstrap will
Tuesday evening. Their Ford very favorably impressed with - - - we are
and do some- move the Telephone central to
makes this possible and a plea- this mesa. They will remain awake to action
besides put these fiends in the front room and reside in the
sure where such visits are a some time and may decide to get thing
other rooms wnen completed.
still more interested here in our jail when we catch them.
hardship withoat it.
caíap
Ji iwicb.

Riht

p.

Op-ve-

ry

i

pro-min-

&--

j

John Holder
B

Saturday.

New Mexico,

The, wheat market is the all ab
sorbingtcpic these days. The
price offered is very attractive
and a car has already been loaded at Roy for the market. Next
. Santa Fe, N, M. July 30;- - Sec- week will see thoasands of bushretary of State Antonio Lucero, els thresned and ready for mar-

complished by Mr. Lucero was in
overcoming the opposition of
Minnesota National Guard, officers to their assignment to the
training camp at Doming. These
officers had the idea that Deming
was the center of a howling wilderness until the Secretary explained the facts to them. They
have now signified their complete satisfaction with the camp
where they, with other northern
troops, are to ápend the coming
winter,

Estaven Gomez
Alfred Davenport

Earl

Ths revival meeting at the
Christian Church started off with
a good audience Sunday evening.
Rev. J. H. Shepherd, of Clovis,
leading. He is a pleasing and
fluent speaker, with pleasing
personality and a wide range of
experience as well as keen wit
and ready perception of the temper of his audience. He is a "Reformed" Newspaper man but he
backslides frequently and slips
into this office, shecls his coat
and climbs up to the cases to
juggle types again.

short stay for medical treatment
is taking advantage of the occasion to do some very excellent
advertising for New Mexico,
Recently the Secretary wrote to
the State Publicity Bureau for a
supply of its printed matter, ask
ing particularly for the New Mexico Red Book, a compilation of
general information covering all
sections of the State. Mr. Lucero has distributed these person
ally all the bureau has received
in the state through the Secretary's missionary work, Probab
ly the most important thing ac-

MILLS
107
103
102
117
75
72
112
128
93
154
122
133
121

"

Revival Meetings Rebuild Elevator Business Change Girl Reformatory S.S. Convention

Revised Draft

258
837
337
275
309
280
332
298
343
269
335
341
327
345
297
321
268
292
312
331
113
267
257
274
265
285
303
229
300
278
336
328
281
237
344

Mora County.
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THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

FOREIGN

AN EPITOME OF
LATE LIVE NEWS
RECORD OF THE
CONDENSED
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
HOME ANO ABROAD.

INCREASED VALUA HONS

The Peruvian cabinet resigned.
Bakers Join strike in Rio Janeiro.
At Buenos Aires a slight earthquake was felt
Death penalty to be restored to deal
with Russian situation.
Italian minimum height for enlist-

NEW MEXICO

GAIN

STATE NEWS

OF $10,000,000 EXPECTED
NEW MEXICO.

8ENATORS

AGREE

TO

Quinn's Experience
Ought to Help You Over
the Critical Period.

Mrs.

REVI8E

PRESENT WAR REVENUE BILL
TO PROVIDE MORE MONEY.

the last three
Lowell, Mass.-"- For
with the
years I have been troubled
I ATM fatlrl
PI
in ii Vli f eww
NU
r.....,,, i u tn ill III lUBUK)
the bad feelings

26-2- 2

FROM ALL SOURCES

TO RAISE

28-2-

$230,000,000

1

26-2-

SAYINGS,

DOIN08,

ACHIEVE-MENT8-

SUFFERINGS,

HOPES

,

AND FEARS OF MANKIND.
WHltta Mswsptpsr Union

News Service.

ABOUT THE WAR
British
and big steamer are
Mnt to bottom.
Russians defending Tarnopol leave
city to Germans.
Collapse of Russian war machine
adds gravity to war.
Qermans used liquid tire In capture
of trenches from British.
Kerensky names coalition cabinet
and announces policy of blood and
iron to save the Slav army.
Vienna newspapers report that the
Russians have evacuated Cznernowitz,
capital of the Austrian crown land of
Bukowlna.
The Russian retirement In eastern
Galicia continues.
South of the

Dneister river to the Carpathians the
Teutonic forces are moving forward
almost unimpeded.
The Germans have captured Hallcz,
Podhaytse and other towns In the
drive through Galicia. The Russians
evacuated Stanislau and fired the big
powder magazine at Tarnopol.
The Japanese freight steamship
Kagoshima Maru, 4,666 tons gross
register, and the Shlgozan Maru, 2,827
tons gross, were sunk by German submarines in the Atlantic ocean on July
20th.
In Flanders

the British took La
Basse but surrendered It later before
a German counter-attack- .
The German crown prince was repulsed in attacks' In the Champagne by the
French.
Women soldiers of Russia fall in
battle while men desert ranks and
hide In own trenches. Disaffection
among Russians opens way for steady
advance of Germans on large front in
Galicia.
A dispatch to the Daily London
Mail from Petrograd says that Russian women have offered to train
themselves as crews for battleships,
and that Minister of the Navy Keren-khas accented their offer.
Ten villages have been captured by
forces In their advance In the Suchitza valley north
west of Focsanl. Berlin admits the

y

Russo-Rumanla-

'

s
have abandoned that
valley as far as the upper course of
the Putna.
A dispatch to the London Post from
Petrograd says that under Gen. Kornl- loff's drastic measures to restore order in the Eleventh army, one whole
division thereof was blown to pieces
by their own artillery.
Austro-Gennan-

WESTERN
Howard Hliott elected chairman

of

the Northern Pacific railroad.
Andrew J. Peters appointed mediator of Seattle street car strike.
One year in workhouse given three
in Cleveland, Ohio, for hindering registration.
Food training camp department
appeal for speakers
makes nation-widfor fair and exposition worK.
A violent hall storm filled the
streets of Flagstaff, Ariz., and covered the surrounding country with six
Inches of lee.
Mrs. Dillle Dill, mother of twenty-on- e
children, seventeen of whom are
living, filed suit in Kansas City, Kan.,
for divorce, charging
Mrs. Rena Mooney, one of the five
defendants In the murder cases growing out of the bomb explosion at San
Francisco last summer and which
have excited worldwide Interest, was
acquitted.
Pedro Montes was hanged at sunrise Friday in the courtyard of the
Grant county, New Mexico Jail, paying the penalty for the murder of his
sweetheart, Refugia
whom he shot down In the
streets of Silver City in January,
1916, because she refused to marry
e

him.

WASHINGTON
New war budget may reach

$10,000,-000,00-

Loans of $413,000,000 for home
building have been made during year.
Confirmation by the Senate of Edward N. Hurley's appointment to the
shipping board as successor to Wm.
Denman, who was forced out by President Wilson, forecast an early start
on the government's ship building

program.
What part of the war budget, which
may reach $10,000,000,000,
will be
raised by taxation and on what commodities the levies will fall, were considered at a meeting of the Senate
Finance Committee, which is revising
the war tax bill.
America's gold imports daring the
fiscal year ending June SO totalled
$977,176,026, as shown in figures compiled by the Department of Commerce.
The excess of imports over exports
was $085,254,801, against a net import
of $403,769,753 last year, and $25,344,-60- 7
the year before that

one-thir- d

g

$720,-785-

n

twice-wounde- d

n

n

100,-C0-

Tur-quol-

n

n

X

Gal-lejo-

the

end of

MIDDLE AGE

WILL BE HIGHER

IN

Assessment Rolls of Eight Counties
Show Growth Over Last Year
ment reduced four inches.
of More than $4,000,000.
Strike at Tarn pico oil fields pro- Wsstsrn Newspaper Union Nawa Bertie.
COMINO EVENTS.
ductive of no disorders so far.
Aug;. 27. Bar Association meeting-- at
German steamship loaded with coal
Koawell.
Western Newspaper Union News Service.
Sept.
Seventh Annual Northern
torpedoed near Frisian Islands.
New Mexico Fair at Baton.
Santa Fé. Not only Santa Fe coun
Farmers' Fair at Las ty shows an increase of a million dol
Russian government determines to Sept.
Cruces.
arrest Nlckoial Lenlne, Socialist leadSept.
Dona Ana County Fair lars in its assessment over last year,
at Laa Crucea.
er.
but Quay county also increased Its
Pope Benedict addressed sacred colA hail storm damaged gardens at valuation from $10,535,199 to 112,339,
lege in Rome deploring extension of
770, or a total of $1,804,671, which is
East Las Vegas.
doing pretty well for a dry farming
war.
Fort Sumner is to have a fine new county with less population than the
Countess Panina resigned as assistichool building.
county of Taos, for instance, many
ant minister of social tutelage in PetThe W. R. C. Mining Company filed times older and much richer in minrograd.
Incorporation papers.
eral and irrigated lands, and yet hav
Sir Eric Geddes elected member
of the assessment
The cowboys' ball was held in the ing only
House of Commons for Cambridge
that Quay county reports.
State Armory in Santa Fé.
bOKUgh.
Curry county, too, another dry
The home of D. H. Tulicock at Dem-InThe conscription bill passed the
farming county, reports an increase
was struck by lightning.
House of Commons at Ottawa by a
.
from $9,287,860 to $10,008,645, or
majority of 64.
Federal officers will nip any attempt
Lincoln, also in the dry farm
Rear Admiral Razvosolt has been of slackers who have registered to es- ing class, reports an increase from
appointed commander-in-chie- f
of all cape the draft
$831,957
to $9,021,712,
or $710,
the Russian naval forces in the Baltic.
Two thousand sheep in one flock 755. Otero, in the same eastern tier,
A strike of
workmen In various were pounded to death by a hall storm Increases Its valuation from $9,110,
295 to $9,435,055, or $324,760. Socorro
trades which began in Rio Janeiro is In the Estancia valley.
growing. The bakers have Joined the
Daniel Martinez, accused of stab- shows a handsome growth from $14,bing Emilio TruJIUo almost to death, 391,614 to $14,952,672, or $561,058;
movement
Torrance from $8,508,839 to $8,661,371,
Sixty-twminers were killed by an at Chapelle, denies that he is guilty.
or $152,432; San Juan from $4,222,-01many
explosion in the Dominion Coal Con
Jacob Troesch, well known to
to $4,370,859, or $148,849; and Mcpany's No. 12 colliery at New Water people throughout Union county, shot
himself accidentally at his home one Klnley from $9,372,853 to $9,381.808, ford, C. B.
or $9,015.
Chief Clerk Rupert AspTwo German vessels have been mile south of Clayton.
lund of the State Tax Commission
InThe city of Clovis, realizing the
sunk In the North Sea by destroyers
figures that these eight counties for
and two have been captured and adequacy of Its present horse-drawwhich the assessment rolls are in,
fire fighting apparatus, la about to show an Increase in assessment over
taken to an English port
The Russian women's battalion purchase standard motor equipment
last year of $4,432,225, and that the
RoBCoe K. Hill has been elected by total increase for the state will prob
girl ofraised by the
ficer, Vera Butchkareff, was .in action the board of regents ot the Spanish-America- ably exceed $10,000,000.
.
on the front at Kreve for the first
Normal at El Rito superintime.
tendent of that institution for the en- Priceless Pottery and Relics Found.
Santa Fé. An extraordinary find
The allied powers concluded their suing year.
Roscoe K. Hill has been elected by of priceless historic pottery and relics
conference at Paris, after announcing
a decision to continue the war until the board of regents of the Spanisa-Amerlca- has been made by Earl Morris, exthe object for which they are fightNormal at El Rito superin- cavating pueblo ruins at Aztec, San
ing is attained.
tendent of that institution for the en Juan county, with a force of twenty-fiv- e
men, for the American Museum
Short men will have a chance to suing year.
infight after August under a new decree
The organizations of county coun- of Natural History. The discovery
hi Italy, which reduces the minimum cils of defense, in the various counties cludes sixty pieces of rare pottery,
20,000 carved red and black stone
height by four inches. It affects
of the state is being planned by Govmen, whose height hitherto bad ernor Lindsey and the state council beads, baskets, matting, knives, battle
s
axes and other stone Implements.
been a bar to enlistment.
of defense.
beads, mosaics and shell ornaA German submarine was destroyed
Emelio Trujlllo, who was badly cut ments are classed as among the finon the French coast west of Calais. by a knife at Chapelle, presumably est
ever excavated In the Southwest.
The undersea boat went ashore and by Daniel Martinez, Is said to have as Grains of corn with cobs, tassels and
the crew, unable to free her, opened serted to officials that Martinez is the husks were found Intact, as were also
the gasoline tanks and set fire to the guilty man.
beans and bean pods, pumpkin seeds,
vessel.
The members of the crew
The fund contributed by Las Vegas pine cones, cotton fiber, yucca leaves,
reached shore, where they were made to the Red Cross amounted to
rushes, cotton yarn and cloth sandals,
prisoner.
all of which has been paid in to snowshoes, beaver teeth and bones of
The visit to Tokio of Admiral the finance committee and deposited animals and human beings, one skelKnight, commander of the American In local banks;
eton, In a sitting position, indicating
Asiatic squadron, to express the
the man had been decapitated. The
a
visited
stork
Dr.
Lucas'
When
thanks of the United States to Jafamily In tne south part of find was made in an underground
pan for sending home on a Japanese Mexican
centurand left twin boys, there communal dwelling burled for
Carrizozo
warship the body of George W.
ies.
grace
to
names
the
Guthrie, the late ambassador, is being were Just nineteen
made the occasion of manifestations family record.
Corset Deflects Bolt from Body.
girl living in Martinez-towA
of Japan's friendship for America.
Santa Fé. A bolt of lightning strikreported to her parents that a
an automobile paring
SPORTING NEWS
Spanish-Americamember of the Na- ty in the midst ofriver, twenty miles
on the Pecos
Standing of Western League Clubs
tional Guard had criminally mistreated from
CLUBS.
Won. Lost. Pet
Santa Fé, temporarily paralyzed
1
J
Hutchinson
.750 her at Albuquerque.
nine people and passed through the
1
Wichita
.750
I
A hail storm that swept over a body of Mrs. Phoebe Jackson of New
2
1
Joplln
.750
S
2
Denver
.604 strip two miles wide and twelve miles York, sister of Mrs. W. H. Hahn of
2
2
Omaha
.500 long In the Roy district destroyed hun
Albuquerque, setting her clothes and
1
2
Lincoln
.250
Sioux City
.250 dreds of acres of wheat and damaged hair afire and leaving marks on her
I
1
2
.254 a number of homes.
Dei Moines
body like bullet wounds. Corset steels
The soldier boys of Fort Logan
A number of the members of Bat- deflected the current into an iron
held a big smoker at the fort, which tery A, now encamped at the state camp stool on which she was sitting
was a big success.
camp at Albuquerque, In writing home and saved her life, while Mrs. Adolph
Al Palzer, widely known prize fight- to Roswell tell in glowing terms oi Fisher of this city beat out the flames
with her hands. The rest of the party
er, was shot and perhaps fatally in- the progress made so far.
jured by his father, when the latter
Fred Overmatt and S. A. Reid, both lay conscious, but prostrate for ten
attacked the fighter's mother. Palzer ot Tucson, AYIz., were killed when an minutes, paralyzed from the waist
is now in a Fergus Falls, Minn., hos- automobile in which they were riding down, before the effect of the shock
pital.
was struck by a freight train at Came, passed. Mrs. Jackson will recover.
Clarence Shockley of Casper, Wyo., twelve miles east of Deming.
Governor names Boundary Board.
won the special auto race from DenPeople are flocking to New Mexico's
Santa Fé. Governor Lindsey has
ver to Cheyenne, defeating a special
state banks with money for deposit appointed the state boundary commistrain twenty-fou- r
and a half minutes.
In the fifty days from May 2 to June sion provided for in Chapter III of
His time was two hours and two min20, both inclusive, they increased the the Session laws of 1917. The memLongley
utes. Earl
of Boulder, Colo.,
deposits of the state banking institu- bers follows: Justice Frank W. Parkwas second, reaching the finish line
tions by $414,932.83, an average ol er, Dona Ana county; Tupracio
fifteen minutes behind the winner.
nearly $8,300 a day.
James G. Fitch, Socorro county.
Twenty thousand people at Frontier
disThe residents of Claude school
Park at Cheyenne were electrified by
Heavy Wheat Yield In Socorro.
lhe gameness of E. Ray Overlay of trict, twelve miles north of Clovis,
New Mexico when, after his leg had have voted bonds in the sum of $14,000
State College. The harvesting and
been broken as be fell after "busting" for the purpose of erecting a new threshing of the wheat crop is in full
his steer, the cowboy hopped and Dchool building.
swing in Socorro county, according
crawled thirty feet to the prostrated
That more than 150 young men, for to reports received from County Agent
steer and attempted to complete the mer students of the New Mexico Mil- H. P. Powers. The yield is unusually
"bog-tie.- "
itary Institute at Roswell, are now ac- good, with an average of about 31.5
tively engaged in the work of he! pins bushels per acre, estimated.
All
GENERAL
on
carry
propose
war
agalnsl
save
own
the
to
Sam
Uncle
their
farmers
The Governor and other Texas state
Germany, is the official announcement seed for spring planting.
There is
officials have been indicted.
Street car men strike in Springfield, nade by the officers of the institute. very little winter wheat planted in
111., for higher wages and recognition.
In May the Chino Copper Company this section, owing to the shortage
Beans are
of water in the winter.
Miss Emma Goldman, sentenced for produced 6,984,470 pounds of copper,
being planted on the lands from
6,368,874
compares
pounda
with
This
interfering with draft, will be released
in April, 6,572,106 pounds in Febru- which the wheat is harvested. The
on bail.
in January. bean acreage has increased this year
Fire at Atlantic Refining Company, ary and 6,452,154 pounds
output amount- over last about 120 per cent.
year
May
the
last
In
Philadelphia, does $500,000 property
ed to 6,359,294 pounds, and In th
damage.
Admits Theft of $70.
same month of 1915 it was 6,442,977
Quentin Roosevelt has sailed for pounds.
Vegas. Earl Hudson, who
Las
East
France to Join the American aviators'
Mexico's quota for the was arrested in Albuquerque on reNew
While
contingent.
second series, officers' reserve corpi quest of Chief of Police Coles, was
Philadelphia publisher wants his
at Fort Leon Springs, Texas, is sixty brought back to Las Vegas by SherGerman name changed for his chil- four, scores of New Mexicans who iff Delgado. When arraigned in the
dren's sake.
pass the physical and mental exami- court of Justic Felix Garcia y GutierIt is rumored at Columbus, N. M., nations now conducted at the armorj rez, Hudson admitted the theft of $70
that Mrs. Rosa McKay, the female in Santa Fé may be accepted by thi in gold coins from the grill, where
member of the legislative delegation government for training schools else- he had been employed as a night
from Cochise county, is detained.
cook.
where.
The women are to wear less. The
Governor Lindsey issued a requisi. Two Army Exemption
Boards.
Chicago Garment Manufacturers' As- tion, directed to the secretary of thi
Santa Fé. Governor Lindsey has
sociation has decreed as a conserva- navy, for the return to New Mexico been notified by the provost marshal
tion measure that trills, trimming and of George Woodruff Cavender, alleged general that arrangements have been
murderer of Frank Brownell, a Lords made for two state exemption boards,
fabrics be reduced.
chaffeur, who disappeared oi instead of one, in New Mexico, on
burg
Proffer of $25,000 in Liberty bonds
6, and whOBe body was found sef
July
for the northern part ot the state and
was refused in New York as ball for
Emma Goldman, the anarchist con eral days later near Separ, in Grant the other for the southern portion.
These boards will pass on appeals
victed of conspiracy to obstruct the county.
AppointThe estimate of 12,000 automoblU from the county boards.
selective draft law, who is being relicenses for the present year airead) ments to these boards, each of which
turned for a hearing on an appeal.
exceeded, the total reaching will have five members, will be made
Henry P. Fletcher, American ambas Laa been
12,013.
It
is now believed that 12,50 by the president, but recommendasador to Mexico, married Miss Beat
will be licensed befori tions will be made by Governor
amtomobiles
rice Bend, of New York City.
1917.

WOMEN OF

TAX ON INCOMES

illl common at that

MINI!'

CONFEREES

time. I waa in a
ill very nervous condi
tion, witn neaaacnes
and pain a good
rWl of the time so I
was unfit to do my

AGREE ON MINIMUM

PRICE OF TWO DOLLARS PER
BUSHEL FOR WHEAT.

W

Western Newspaper Union News Service.

Washington. The Senate finance
committee reached a tentative agreement Saturday to revise the present
$1,670,000,000
war tax bill so as to
raise at least $1,943,000,000, the larger
part of the increase to come from higher Income taxes.
Members of the committee said it is
possible the total ot the bill before it
gets to the Senate will be $2,000,000,000.
According to the present plan
about $230,000,000 of the Increase will
be obtained through higher income tax
from individuals,
rates $70,000,000
and the rest from corporations.
The committee fixed on an Increase
in the normal rate on Individuals from
two to five per cent and on corporations to six per cent.
The rest of the increase may be obtained by increasing the excess profits tax and by consumption taxes on
sugar, tea, coffee and cocoa.
Under the program $1,062,700,000
would be the total levy this year
upon incomes. The present law yields
$300,000,000, the pending bill originally was designed to increase this by
$532,700,000 and the $230,000,000 additional it Is now proposed to levy
would raise it over the billion mark.
The Senate committee will confine
its work for the present to the present war tax bill and will leave to the
house the task of raising the rest ot
the $7,000,000,000 the administration
believes it must have to prosecute the
war this year.
Conferees on the administration food
control bill failed Saturday night to
reach a final agreement on the measure and adjourned to meet again.
Earlier in the day the conferees
smoothed out their differences on a
prohibition provision; agreed to the
section fixing a $2 minimum per bushel tor wheat, and met again to consider the two big points left in dispute, the question of whether food
control shall be exercised by one man
or a board ot three, and the Senate
section creating a Joint congressional
committee on the conduct of the war.
The prohibition provision approved
provides that thirty days after the
bill becomes law no person shall use
any foods, fruits, food materials or
feeds In the production of any distilled spirits for beverage purposes,
with a separate stipulation that the
prohibition shall' not apply to the fortification of sweet wines.
-
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asked me to try
Lydia E. Pinkham's
Com- M
nound. which I did.
...J I ti.a halrwrl mu in ver WBV. I
am not nearly so nervous, no headacna
or pain. I must say that Lydia EL
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound is the
best remedy any sick woman can take. "
Mrs. Margaret Quinn, Rear 259
Worthen St. Lowell, Mass.
Other warning symptoms are a sense
of suffocation, hot flashes, headaches,
backaches, dread of impending evil,
timidity, sounds in the ears, palpitation
of the heart, sparks before the eyes,
variable
irregularities, constipation,
appetite, weakness, inquietude, and
;
dizziness.
If you need special advice, write to
the Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co.
(confidential), Lynn, Mass.
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LIKE INVERTED RAIN

Bullets From Machine Guns Gave Odd
Impression to Aviator at Whom
They Were Aimed.

It will be easily understood, write
Mr. C. G. Grey In "Tales of the Flying Service," that before a bullet that
has been shot straight upward begins
to fall there must be a point where it
stands dead still, and that for the last
part of Its upward path it travels very
slowly. One officer of my acquaintance told me, after some months of
war, that his most curious experience
was when once, and once only, he discovered the exact extreme range point
He was flying along quite peacefully
on a bright sunny morning at an altitude of a little over 8,000 feet, without
worrying about anything, .when suddenly he saw something bright dart past
the side of the machine. He began to
look about him and saw, a shade below him and a trifle to one side, a
whole stream of little bright things glittering in the sun,
Then he realized that he had Just
struck a level that happened to be the
extreme vertical range of a machine
gun that was making uncommonly
AIRPLANES BOMBARD PARI8.
good shooting.
Other bullets from
rifles and
machine guns also
Russian Armies Being Driven From flashed Into other
view as he flew along, and
Galicia, Says Berlin.
when his eyes caught the right focus
Berlin. German airplanes dropped he could follow the slow, topmost part
bombs on the railway stations and of their movement for a considerable
military establishments in Paris.
distance. "It looked," he said, "Just as
If it were raining upward," and the
London. Berlin reports that the phenomenon was so novel that he quite
Russians are being driven from Ga- forgot for a time that the "raindrops"

'

licia, and claims further successes for
armies in the rethe Austro-Germagion of Tarnopol. The Rumanian advance, however, is offsetting the Teutonic successes in the eastern war
theater, the invaders suffering further
reverses in the western Moldavian
frontier.
Artillery activity Is reported along
battle front.
the Austro-ItaliaThe British Saturday succeeded in
enemy airbringing down thirty-on- e
planes in Belgium, according to the
report of the London war office. The
entire front in Flanders is trembling
with the shock of the big guns, and
an early British offensive in that re
gion is looked for.
Another American contingent of the
U. S. army has safely arrived and disembarked at an European port.
n

Indicated that he was unpopular with
someone below. Youth's Companion.
Wives are more liberal than husbands. The wife who has a mind of
her own Is opt to give her husbnnd a
piece of .it.

n

Luce, 90, Dies at Newport
Newport R. I. Rear Admiral Ste
phen B. Luce, founder of the navy
war college and one of the leading advocates of the establishment of the
naval training system, died at his
home here, aged 98 years. Admiral
Luce was retired from active service
on March 25, 1889.
Admiral

Russian Frontiers Closed.
Petrograd. The provisional govern
ment, in view of the existing exceptional circumstances, has Issued a decree closing the frontiers of Russia
until Aug. 15 inclusive, both for per
sons desiring to enter and those Wish
ing to leave the country.
-

Mlchaells Attacks Allies' Peace.
Berlin. Dr. Georg Mlchaells, the
German imperial chancellor, summoned a large number of newspaper
men to whom he declared "The speech
the British
of David
premier, at Queen's hall, London, and
the recent debate in the British House
of Commons again have proved with
indisputable clearness that Great Britain does not desire peace by agreement and understanding but only a
conclusion of the war, which means
the enslavement of Germany to the
arbitrary violence of our nimias."
Lloyd-Georg-

Preparing

1

for Tomorrow
Many people seem able
to drink coffee for a time
without apparent harm, but
when health disturbance,
even though slight, follows
coffee's use, it is wise to
investigate.
Thousands of homes,
where coffee was found to
disagree, have changed the
family table drink to

Instant
Posium
With improved health,
and it usually follows,
the change made becomes

a permanent one. It pays
to prepare for the health
of tomorrow.

"There's a Reason"

THE

NAVAL ACADEMY

8PANISH-AMERICA-

CLASS OF 1918 IS GRADUATED

GOOD EARTH ROADS
Much Depends on Soil, Construc-

tion and Maintenance.

vtóv

mwVs

LEADING QUALITIES OF SOILS
From Standpoint of Road Building
They Depend on Texture and

Structure, Permeability and
Capillary Power.

The

The 1013 class at Anmipnlls was graduated on Juna 28, uno year ahead of time, because of war conditions.
1017 class was graduated In February. The two rows In the center constitute the class of 1910 youths.

WAR SPEEDS UP
COALING SHIPS
-

No Port in World as Well Equipped as New York to Han
die Work.

SAVING

IN TIME IS SHOWN

High Speed Coal Dumper and Lighters Simplify Work 10.000 Tona
Can Be Loaded In Sixteen Hour.

by tilting the entire car on the
side a
great Improvement over the process
of unlocking a trapdoor In the bottom
of the car and letting the coal slide
through.
These machines have a
capacity of 0,000 tons each a day.
Saving of time to the shipowner
here is shown by comparison with
Cardiff, the English port where the
largest tonnage of English coal Is
loaded for export. In loading a vessel, for example, the English shipper
uses a railroad car of ten or twelve
tons, while the American uses one of
fifty to ninety tons capacity, so that
the Cardiff docks must discharge from
five to ten carloads to every one discharged in New York in order to maintain the same speed.
Carried by Steel Colliers.
Steel colliers ply between Boston
and Hampton Roads, a distance of 000

New York. War has speeded up
coaling of ships In the port of New
York until no other port In the world
at the present time is as well equipped to handle this important task.
So fast has become' the coaling of
big vessels that enormous liners like
the Imperator can have their bunkers
filled to their capacity of 10,000 tons miles. Euch one of these ships Is capable of muklng a round trip every week
In 16 hours.
The reason for the Increased speed and transporting 350,000 tons of coal
coal dumpers a year. A vessel of the same tonnage,
is largely
and fuel lighters. Each one of the however, carrying a cargo of coal from
latter Is able to give a ship 1,000 tons Cardiff to a port 000 miles away
of coal In eight hours, an achieve- would take a week at Cardiff to load
ment due mainly to speciul coal ele- Its cargo and another week at its destination to discharge It. Thus New
vating machinery.
But ships requiring 1,000 tons or York laden ships can make three trips
less are in the big majority, whether to one for a Cardiff laden vessel.
Such things as these are what places
transatlantic or coastwise trade Is
considered.
And It Is not essential New York as the greutest port in the
that for such ships there should be a world and mukes American coal oploading device separate from the coal erators feel thut there is a great opbarges to enable a continuous stream portunity for exporting Americun coul.
of barges to ply to and from coal Five different companies within redumping stations.
cent months have established fleets of
In a Single Day.
specially designed carriers on the
For the average vessel a total of theory that with our tremendous coal
300 tons is usually sufficient, and this supply and superior port facilities It
means thut a whip of this sort may
dlschorge n cargo and take on a new
one all In the course of a single day.
RAID
With the adoption of the modern SUBMARINES
lighter It Is an easy matter to load
coal while the curgo Is being unloaded and a new one taken on. One modlighter can coal three Blow Up Their Boats in Waters
ern
high-spee-

d

high-spee- d

day.
such ships In on eight-hou- r
Around the Emerald
This development of modern lightIsle.
ers is equalled by better facilities for
transferring coal from cars to barges.
Huge steel dumping machines now
car bodily, elevate It
take up a
COAST VILLAGES
THREATEN
and empty its contents Into the barge
50-to- n

MAKES CLEVER DEFENSE

To Remark, "We Thought You Liked
the Irish," They Retort, "Ah, You
Don't Know Us Yet" To
Cut Food Supply. Sklbbereen,

y I

.

4

iL'&

County

Cork.

German

submarines have been actively
In the destruction of the Irish
fishing fleets In the waters around
these coasts. Of course It is Impossible to designate here the exact localities where or the dates when the Prussian pirates did their cowardly work.
But their purpose Is plain to all the
world to cut off part of Ireland's and
England's food supply, for mackerel
teem In these waters.
The submarines were busy many
miles outside from Kenmure In Kerry
to Howth on Dublin bay. Many fishing craft are at the bottom of the sea,
and the men who owned them and the
fishermen who worked on them are

"J

Mrs. Helen Hill Weed, daughter of
the Connecticut congressman, who by
her clever defense of herself and her
has won the
twelve
admiration of the court and all members of the bar who followed with Interest their trial for "obstructing the
traffic" In front of the White House
sister-suffragett-

recently.
This ardent suffragist took upon herself the duties of counsel and won
great favor with the lawyers by her
Mrs. Weed
skillful
never studied law In her Ufe but she
certainly made things hum some In the
Washington courtroom.
Despite her strong defense, the suffragists were adjudged guilty and fined
$25 apiece. Two of the ladles paid,
the other eleven electing to serve three
days In jail the alternative. Mrs.
Weed was one of the eleven to choose
jail. Upon their release they were royally feted by the woman's party In the
caDital.

ruined financially.
Affixed Bomba on Boat.
On a certain evening about seven
o'clock the fishing fleet put out from
Baltimore, on Baltimore bay, near
The first numbered about
Sklbbereen.
eighty boats of all classes and embraced several boats from Arklow,
County Wicklow. A few hours after
of
the fleet set out a German
the latest pattern, about 800 feet in
length, appeared. The submarine did
not waste torpedoes or shells on the
defenseless fishing boats ; the crew
simply placed bombs on 13 of them
and so destroyed them.
Only three minutes were allowed
the hapless fishermen to get Into their
small boats ; then all their belongings,
which In many cases Included considerable sums of money, were sent to
the bottom. Had it not been for the
appearance of a British patrol, which
caused the 'submarine to submerge at
once, it is certain that all the fleet
Those
would have been destroyed.
that escaped returned to port with an
abundance of fish, but are not venturing out again, so that In one night
the fishing fleet of BalJraore has been
put out of action by the Germans,
which means a loss of many thousands

(Prepared by the United States Department of Agriculture.)
Roads constructed by grading the
natural soil to the required shape,
grade and alignment, without speciul
surfacing of any kind, usually are designated us earth, or dirt, roads. The
efficiency of such roads depends (1) on
the quullty of the soil composing the
roudbed, (2) on proper construction,
and (3) on adequate maintenance.

Soil.
will only be a question of time before
The principal qualities of soils from
America Is shipping her coal to all
the standpoint of road construction departs of the globe.
pend upon texture and structure, permeability and caplllury power. Soils
usually are classified as clay, sund,
ABOUT 5,000,000 DEAD
loam, gravel, marl or gumbo, according
to the material predominating In their
IN BATTLING ARMIES
Soils composed of two
composition.
different materials mixed In such proNew York. From a careful
portions that the character of the mixstudy of what has been made
ture Is decidedly intermediate may be
public regarding casualties In
by naming
conveniently
designated
the three years of war, It appears
both components, as sand-clathat about 5,000,000 combatants
gravelly clay, etc.
have lost their lives and about
Clay.
5,000,000 have been killed, capof very fine texture
soil
Clay
Is
a
so
tured, reported missing or
which results from the complete debadly wounded that they cancomposition of rocks or minerals. Pure
not return to the front. This
clay
Is very retentive of moisture, and
takes no account of the millions
usually becomes plustlc and unstable
of slightly wounded men.
when wet, but when mixed with other
The table below gives the
materials, such as sand or gravel, Its
losses of all the fighting nations
may be Increased greatly. In
stability
In killed and In men put out of
general, a clay rood, to be passable,
the struggle by death, wounds,
must be kept dry. and since clny Is very
sickness or capture:
difficult to droin, it happens seldom
ENTENTE ALLIES.
that roads composed entirely of clay
Total Killed
can be kept in good condition at all
captured or
permanently
seasons of the year. No mutter how
Incapacitated
well such a road may be graded and
Killed, for flghtlnR.
7(16.000
Great Britain.... 300,000
crowned, the surface absorbs water In
976,000
2,060,000
France
wet seasons and subsequent traffic will
1,600,000
4,600,000
Russia
ZfiO.OOO
120,000
Italy
produce mud. But when the rond Is
120,000
63,000
Belgium
shaped and drained properly It will dry
100,000
6o,0iK
Serbia
100,000
360,000
Rou mania
out quickly when the weather becomes
6,000
30,000
Montenegro
favoruble and may soon be restored
Portugal
Small
Small
On the other
United Statei
to Its original shape.
Small
Japan
Small
hand, clny roads, when very dry, usu3,178,000
8,175,000
ally produce considerable dust under
Totals
traffic, and for this reason may become
CENTRAL POWERS.
1,120,000
4,550,000
Germany
very Insanitary In extended dry sea620,Oiio
2,000,000
Austria
sons.
146.000
350.0U0
Turkey
9,000
24,000
Bulgaria
The extent to which clay roads are
subject to the objections mentioned
Totals for both
6,072,000
18,099,000
above usunlly varies according to the
Bides
"slaking" qualities of the clay.
Some varieties of clay, when compressed Into a ball nnd plnced In water,
A government bureau ill the Philippines Is trying to supply a dearth of will continue In the original shape for
time, even If thoroughnative food fish In certain waters by n considerable
softened, while comand
ly
saturated
imported Chinese carp.
pressed balls from other varieties will
slake or break down almost Immediately upon bolng placed In water. Clays
variety are called
of tin?
'nonslnklng clays," and of the lntter,
"slaking clays." It has been observed
that slaking clays produce more mud
of pounds to the poor fishermen and In wet weather and more dust In dry
their families.
Among the fishing weather than those of the nonslaking
boats sunk were two fine motorboats variety. This characteristic of clays is
belonging to the Baltimore Piscatorial further considered in the discussion of
schools, a motorboat the property of sand-clnroads appearing In another
John Beamish, Sklbbereen, and two part of this bulletin, where methods
motorboats owned by Mr. Cottrell, for testing clny are suggested.
Baltimore, worth severul hundred
Most clays, ns they occur in nature,
pounds euch.
contnin more or less sund or gravel,
The pirates did not spare even the which, as pointed out above, usually
smallest craft, for they bombed two has a stabilizing effect by making the
open boats.
With a great hammer cluy more easily drained aud increasing
they smashed to bits the engine of a Its beurlng power when wet. In fact,
little boat belonging to John Dono- a good quality of clay mixed with
van of Castletownshend and left It to coarse sand In such proportions that
drift about.
the clay fills the voids In the sand and
No lives were lost, but for that the cements the Individual particles toHuns deserve no thanks, for they re- gether produces a soli which possesses
fused the fishermen permission to take the good qualities of both materials
nnd which overcomes, to a great extent,
oars Into their punts.
One Cape. Clear man, resenting this he objections to euch.
Sand.
refusal, ventured to remark to the capSund is composed of granular
tain of the submarine:
of mineral or stone which occur
"I thought ye Germans would do
nothing to the Irish that ye liked in nature aud which will pass a
The one- screen.
us?"
screen Is fixed arbi
"Ah, my dear fellow, you don't know
the Germans yet," was the command- trarily as the dividing line between
sand and gravel and is generally,
er's curt reply.
Germans
lntlmuted that they though not unlversully, accepted as
The
essenhad sunk all the Klnsale fishing boats such. Nearly all sand consists very
as they had come along to Baltimore, tially of quartz grains thut are coIs no
and that off Dunmore they had de- hard and durable. But there grains,
different
between
herence
the
stroyed the Waterford fishing fleet.
princiThey made no secret of the fact, but and therefore soils composed
except when
on the contrary boasted about It and pally of sund are unstable,
way. If properly condeclared that they would have every confined In some
from undermining,
protected
fined
und
Irish fishing boat at the bottom of
may, under fuvoruble
the sea before a month. Furthermore sand foundations
conditions, prove entirely sat
one of the submarine crew said they climatic
isfactory
for almost any type of road
intended shelling villages on this
crust, but It Is practically impossible,
coast shortly.
under any circumstances to make a sat"It's All Up Now."
isfactory road surface of sand alone.
Consternation and despair have Dry sand offers almost as greut resistance to traffic as mud, and except In
seized our unfortunate fisherfolk.
"It Is all up now, sir," said a Balti- very wet seasons sandy roads are likely
more skipper, "when they are sinking to dry out to a considerable depth. The
our fishing boats." . When I told him reason for this Is that the capillary
I would expose the Huns' deviltry he power of sand Is comparatively low
joyously exclaimed:
and the ground water elevation may be
"Oh, then, do, sir I Tell all America lowered practically to the prevailing
the Germans are the worst savages level of surface streams In extended
on earth, and that this Is their most dry seasons.
Sand roads are at their best when
cowardly blow yet, and that we hope
and trust that with the aid of our kith they are kept moist, and for this rea
and kin over there the archfiends will, son they should be designed with a
soon be swept from the face of the view to retaining moisture In the sand
rather thon to effective drulnnge, as is
enr,th."
the case with clay roads. Such roads
sometimes are Improved temporarily by
The Investment In the electrical In- mixing sawdust, straw, pine leaves or
dustries of this, country Is equal to other similar material Into the surface,
the assessed valuation of real property but, in general, the sand-cla- y
crust Is
and Improvement In Greater New the most satisfactory Improvement for
York.
roads of this character. This is trne
sand-gumb-

IRISH

FISHERMEN

y

pur-tlcl-

fourUi-lnch-mes- h

especially where clay may be obtained
readily and only limited fnads are
available for the Improvement,
Loam.
Loam la a soil composed of ct j a1
sand, mixed with a considerable percentage of finely divided vegetable matter or humus. The quality of loam
from the standpoint of road building
depends very largely upon the proportions In which sand and cloy are present and on the character of these materials. Loam that contains about 60
per cent of moderately coarse sand and
from 20 to 30 per cent of good cementing clay usually will make an excellent
rond surfnee for light traffic. Material
of this kind Is drained easily and Is
fulrly stuble, even when wet. Another
advantage Is that It will not become
very dusty under traffic In dry weather
and frequently will cement together
Into a very hard, compact surface.
Roads surfaced with such material are
commonly called "topsoll" roads, because the topsoll of cultivated fields
possesses the desired characteristics
more frequently than that to be
from any other source.
Gravel.
Gravel is made up of small rounded
particles of stone, which occur In nature and are sufficiently large to be
retained on a
screen. Gravelly soils are distributed
widely in the United States, and vary
widely In quality. In general, when a
soil contains as much as 40 to 50 per
cent of gravel and sufficient clay or
other cementing material to bond the
gravel particles together, It proves a
very satisfactory material for construction of roads, because It Is drained
easily and Is very stable when comed

pacted.
Marl.
,
Marl Is clay containing a relatively
large percentage of carbonate of lime.
It grades Into calcareous clay and
limestone, and Its value for
road building Is variable. In general
this material has few advantages over
the best varieties of ordinary clay for
use In constructing a road, unless the
percentuge of lime carbonate Is sufficiently high to give It, when compacted,
approximately the character of limestone. The best varieties of marl become very hard and compact when
placed In a road surface, and In some
localities this material Is used extensively for road surfacing.
Gumbo.
Gumbo is essentially loam containing a high percentuge each of clay and
decayed vegetable mutter and a very
low percentuge of sund. Gumbo has a
strong tendency to absorb and hold water, and therefore Is hard to drain. It
Is harder to handle In a road surface
than clay, becuuse the vegetable matter
Is an added weakness, but If protected
from surface water by a proper system of drainage, It may be used to con-

rence In a roudbed usually will necessitate the use of suhrfrulnuge, even under
conditions fuvoruble for surfuce

INJURY BY CUTWORMS

Damage Can Be Prevented to Large
Extent by Wrapping Stems of
Plants With Paper.
Damage from cutworms can be prevented tq a great extent by the use
of paper wrappings around the stems
of plants set out In the garden. One
will scarcely ever lose a tomato, cabbage or other plant protected this
wny. Let the pnpor extend below the
surface nnd nn Inch or more above
ground.
In cornfields the poison bait Is used.
Mix dry a half pound of purls green
und 50 pounds of brun. Then stir In
a quart of cheap sirup or thin molasses and two gallons of water. This
makes n crumbly mash. It will cover
two acres of corn rows or other crops
scattered thinly over the places where
the cutworms are working. Late afternoon Is the time to scatter the bait.
HANDY HARROW

CROPS

iETHBHIB
Western Canada 1917 Crops
Good Shape.

in

While It Is a little early to predict
what the Western Canada grain crop
will produce, there Is every Indication
at the present writing thut the 1917
crop will give an excellent return. Reports received from all portions of
llanltoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta
ipeak of good growing weather, a
fairly advanced stage of all grains,
with prospects as good as In the past
two years.
Should conditions continue as at present, It is safe to conclude that Western Canadlun farmers, already free of debt, as a result of the splendid crops and prevailing high prices, expect from this season's returns to be In a position that
will place them away beyond any fear
of the future.
The acreage of Western Canada will
be about the same as lust year. Seeding was somewhat later thun last
year, but germination was quicker. The
only possible drawback now would
seem to be a scarcity of harvest hands,
but It is felt by the authorities that the
situation will be pretty well cared for
by that time.
Land values are Increasing, but there
Is room for a much greater Increase
than In the past, owing to the returns
that farmed land will give when compared with Its cost. In some districts
land that could have been bought five
years ago for $15 an acre Is changing
hands at $00 an acre, the seller satis-fle- d
that be Is giving the purchaser
good value for his money. And why
not, when it Is known that In a great
many cases during the past two' years
crops have been grown ob this land
that have produced a profit of forty
and fifty dollars per acre, over and
above cost of production. Those cases,
while not general, were not exceptional,
i
In addition to the lands that are
offered for sale by railway companies,
land companies and private Individuals, the hnmesteading areas offer
great Inducements for those who are
willing to do a little pioneering for a
year or two. By that time settlements
would come Into existence, and this
means a condition similar to thut
by mnny of the older settlements
of toduy schools, churches, railways.
s
The land Is of
quality,
strong and vigorous, easily worked,
and capuble of producing the very best
of crops.
The demand for all grains for some
years will be great, and It will require
all the resources of man, beast and
soil to meet It. That the prices will
be good goes without saying, but at the
present time there Is something more
appealing than the lucrative prices
that prevail. That Is, the desire to
assist In winning the world wur. The
man at the plow Is doing his "bit," and
the spirit of patriotism that prevails
will leod him into a broader sphere of
action. No mutter where he may be he
will Jook about him thut he may find
land to further develop the country's
resources. It Is possible that his own
state may furnish the land, In which
case he will be quick to take advantage of the offer. If land In his
own state is not available, Canuda
(now our ally) will be glud to furnish
It In unlimited quuntity, as she Is vitally Interested in largely Increasing the
supply of foodstuff which Is now as
urgently needed and Is as valuable as
ammunition to the allied countries.
The appeal made by Mr. Hoover,
United Stutes controller of foods, and
also by Hon. W. J. Hanna, Canadian
controller, emphasizes the need of the
allies, urges economy and the prevention of the waste In food, and bespeaks
public
Speaking of Great Britain,
France, Italy, Belgium and their European allies, they say:
high-clas-

struct a fair subgrade for supporting
some type of Impervious road crust.
Gumbo has a relatively high capillary
power, and for this reason Its occur-

AVOID

GUI

whole-hearte-

'OR GARDENS

d

"For nearly three years their man
power has been engaged in the direct
work of war, and in some cases large
areas of their most productive lands
have been overrun by the enemy. Their
food shortage and the food to supply
the armies of Canada and the United
6tates must be wholly provided from
this side of the Atlantic. The supply
must also be sufficient to cover losses
at sea. Australia, New Zealand, the
Argentine Republic and other countries are not now available to relieve
the situation because of their remoteness and the shortage of tonnage.
"The crop of storeable foods grown
In Canada and the United States suitable for shipment overseas threatens
to be entirely Inadequate to meet the
demand unless the whole people determine by every means in their power
to make up the shortage. Every individual is under a direct obligation to
assist in rationing the allied forces.
There must be national
and
to provide the
national
necessary supplies." Advertisement.

Implement Devised to Keep Out Weeds
Without Much Hard Work Per-feMulch la Made.
et

Lost summer I had the pleasure of
seeing one of the neatest and cleanest home gardens I ever saw. All vegetables were planted In straight rows,
an exact distance apart. Not a weed
was In sight. I was at a loss to know
how a garden could be kept so until
one day I saw the owner pulling a
small homemade hand harrow up and
down the rows. It was only a few
boards nulled together, with spikes for

self-deni-

Seel

Homemade Hand Harrow.

"I see they are looking for draft
camp sites." '
"Yep ; suppose that will give the opticians lots of work."

teeth, soys u writer In Farm Progress.
Being less than two feet wide, it went
nicely between the rows, and when
weighted down made a perfect mulch
and destroyer of all weeds.
How much easier It would be to let
the children pull a harrow like this up
and down your gnrden rows once a
week, than to spend a half day hoeing. After the soil Is once put In first-rat- e
condition, a wheel hoe or garden
harrow will keep It free from weed
without much hard weeding.

Quite So,

"He Is in a grave revery, isn't hef
"He does seem to be buried In
thought"
Natural Noise.

"That's a yellow-dofund."
"Then why wonder there's a bowl
g

about
I

Itr

The Spanish American

A Special Appeall Mountain View

--
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GLORY,

Clearance

i

This nitioo, under God, shall
have new birth of freedom,
end that government of the
people, by the people, for the
people, shall not perish from
the earth. Lincoln.

HER!

I

A. Dix.

i

Including
Lawns, Stripes, Voiles,
Lawn Waists, Novelty
Waists, Trimmed Hats,
Mens Straw Hats, & Caps,
Childrens and Women s

I doubt whether there is any
man in the world who realizes as
keenly
as the President the

truth of the statement that the
only way a democracy can be
successful in war is by making
it an autocracy; or any man in
the world who knows so accurate
ly the limitations for such a pro"
ceeding in this country

"The task is gigantic, overThe President can
always tell what he wants, but
he must always take what he
can get. He may see clearly
that a certain new, or, let us say
revolutionary proceeding,
but
unless he can induce Congress to
authorize that proceeding by law
he can not undertake it. ,

OXFORDS
MENS SUITS Etc.

whelming.

Our space Í3 limited and we will close out
all of these item3 at BARGAIN PRICES
These Goods are going up in price almost
daily. Do not miss this Clearance Sae!

Judge E. C, Abbott of the first
judicial district of New Mexico,
a strong republican, has for
quite awhile been drawing a
double salary of $4,000 each as
judge and colonel of the New
Mexico national guard tegiment.
It is about time that he resign
from one or the other
Santa Fe Eagle.
The Santa Fe Eagle, indulges
in a criticism of the news furnished by the average courtry
correspondent It points out that
there is always in every community, happenings or crops or
unusual events that would place
the community right before the
readers in other states, as well as
at home, that are not considered
by the news writers who record
nothing but who visited where
Sunday or who called on what
girl, while even the weather report would be more interesting
to many people. We recall one
correspondent who sent us nine
items about persons in her immediate family and did not mention three births; a death, a rain
storm and a funeral all of which
occurred in her vicinity. Others
seem to believe it their mission
to make covert stabs at the people
they don't like. It is as essential to a .really useful country
correspondent to know what not
to write as it is to know what to
say and how to say it.

The present emergency has
n
J a very
impuseuJ upun ii
uie ranroaus
unusual strain in transporting
men, food, coal munitions and
materials in augmented quantity
this burden, while cheerfully undertaken, requires every ounce
of energy .every unit of rolling
stock, every dollar of capital,
every bit of supplies and coal
which the railroads can command
It is the opinion of this Committee that all efforts not design
ed to help directly in winning
the war should be suspended dur
ing the peri:d of the war. Indeed, this is obviously the thought
of President Wilson in his appeal
to the country.
Therefore this Committee earn
estly recommends that during
the war the railroads be required
by the Public authorities to make
improvements and carry out projects involving the expenditure
of money and labor only when
they are absolutely essential for
war purposes or public safety.
Furthermore, we urge jxur cooperation in eliminating all pas
senger service which is merely
convenient and not justified by
public necessity during the present situation.
Faithfully yours,
Fairfax Harrison

0

low.

ROY

Mrs. H. L. Gibbons
sick at this writing.

is very

Services 2d Sunday of each
month at 11 a. m. 8,00 PM.

.

4th Sunday of each month at
Mrs. Lola Kring of Omaha 11.00
a. m. and 8.00 p. m.
Nebraska is visiting her mother Communion service at the mornMrs.
Tabor. She thinks our ing service.
"West" Í3 surely a wonderful
place.
PLEASANT VIEW
First Sunday each Month at 3,
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Spencer
p.m.
and Mis3 Ruth Robertson made a
business trip to Dawson Friday
MILLS
afternoon.
3rd Sunday at 11.00 a. m. 8PM.
O. W. Hearn, Pastor.
FOR SALE or TRADE- :- 3
colts 2 years old and 1 brood
mare. Will trade for work team
CATHOLIC ,
mules or horses.
Mass once each month at the
Andrew Kempa,
Catholic Church. Dates announcRoy, N. Mex.
T 2 pd
ed in advance.
I can loan you money on your
Rev. Fr. Ant. Cellier.
fina receipt as easy as on your
Priest in charge,
patent or warranty deed and
your mortgage need not bear but
6 percent interest.
Come in and Methodist Episcopal Church
let us talk to you about your
SERVICES ON ROY CIRCUIT
loan.

J. E. Wildman, Loan and In- -'
surance Agency. Office at residence north end Chicosa St,
Roy, N. M.

1

STRAYED- :- 1 blue roan and
red roan pony, both branded.
Notify Tom Cole,
W 2pd.
Kephart N. Mex.

1st & 3d

Sundajt at

Goodman's
THE STORE THAT BUYS YOUR PRODUCE
30C
"

"

;

j

:

tnrlr lYTnrlr.af
i

John F. Perry, formerly home
steader, U. S. Commissioner and
editor at Solano, writes us from
S--

I

We have arranged our delivery service as follows: Ice deliveries from 7 to 8 A M. Please
order your ice the evening before
if possible. Deliveries at 9 and
11 A M, and 4 P M. We cannot
deviate from these rules and ask
your Co. operation.
Yours for Prompt and courteous Service.

Goodman Mercantile Co.

pens an Interesting field of roaeprcb
to Tale men who are proud of the history of their college. Inasmuch as It
Indicates that one of the buildings Is
undoubtedly the oldest structure In
North Anierlcn. It appears that a fire
w.t. discovered lu Connecticut hall one
day and was extinguished without
much difficulty. In telling of It, the
Register concludes its remarks as follows: Connecticut hall Is the oldest
building owned by the university. It
was erected In l.ViO, ni (1 taken over
by the college when that institution
was founded bore. One can imagine
with what emotions Da renport. Eaton,
et ul. must have gazed upon that structure, then almost a century old, when
they landed on the shores of the new

The Trouble.

wriler ilcrrihes a violinist ns rendering sweet strains by
"drawing (he how lit r:;ht angles with
the R string." The trouble with so
ninny of our younger rlnyers. wí
Cither. Is that they try to manipulate
ir.p now parallel with the strings, as
Is the rule In playing the tuba and
the roprano drum. Exchange.

Office

mm inwc
'

"Whenever I bear anyone speak
birthday presents I am reminded of an
Incident that occurred In my immediate;
family," paid Manager Douglas of the

Hi

Records,

MAPS.

Prompt Attention

WAS CRAZY.

world."
Reciprocity.

A Collier's

I

j

Roy, New Mexico

milk-ront-

I.

i

0.0. F.

Evening
Visiting Brothers always

wel-

come. '
Wm. G.

R. C. Grunig, N. G.
Johnson Sec'y.

Rebekah Degree
HARMONY LODGE No. 24
Meets 1st. and 3rd. Friday
Evening each month
I. O. O. F. Hall
Grace W. Gibbs
N. G.
Grace V. Ogden Secy.

Visiting Sisters welcome

WIDEMM--

J

Pure
UNSWEETENED
EVAPORATED

Goat Milk
The Incomparable Baby Food
The Perfect Food for Invalid

wooden is restoring health to thaw
eunenog with tubérculo.
or Monaco
trouble. Potitt.elr éoItm the probUa
i ihuuujw nuioutriuoo.
AT LIADINO ORUOOIoTS
Pat op la
Tioe

Worfce

WIDEMÁNNGOATiMTlK
Phyeioon'o Bit.

"-i- Ii',

r..

1

CO.

.

. ..

J. B. L.USK
at Law

Prompt and Careful Attention
Given all Business Entrusted
to me
ROY

NEW MEXICO

The Government needs Far-- i
mers as well as Fighters. Two ?
million three hundred thousand
JolYerson. "Some months ngo my (laughAcres of Oregon & California
Then you will have a
tor's husband bought an automobile
Railroad Co. Grant Lands, Title
Principally
her use, and she thor- PUBLIC SALE.
onghly enjoyed it. Ilis birthday cama
revested in Uni'ted States. To
around shortly niter and his wife toM
be opened for homesteads and
There's only one REAL Auc
him she had net iorgottcn him, and
Containing
sale.
of
some
best
tioneer
in the Country, Thats - 6íd: 'I have a surprise for you. J
have bought, you a most gorgeous autoland left in United States. Large
mobile laprobe.' lie looked at the arCopyrighted Map, showing land
ticle a few seconds, then said, This In
by
sections and description of
a surprise, and vhen your birüulay
His address is MILLS N. M.1
The Worried Man Say, can I get a soil, climate, rainfall, elevations
comes around I am going to surpriso
You can have SALE Bl
you. And he did. lie bought her an divorce on the grounds of insanity?
temperature etc., Postpaid One printed and make dates at the
The Attorney Perhaps.
Is your
lutomobile tire." Birmingham (Ala.)
n
wife Insane.
Dollar. Grant Lands Locating
Office. Roy,
The Worried Man No; bat I must Co. Portland, Oregon.
10-New Mexico.
-

i

SELLING OUT?

j

fr

j

'

Col F.O. WHITE

'

Tom Scotts have had their car
in the hospital and drove the
horse on the
e
several
days. It wa3 a hardship but the
says
Springer
Stockman
The
car sounds bett?r since and runs
Mrs. II. W. Farmer has purchasbetter.
ed the car.dy store at Springer.

M

HOMESTEAD LODGE 4G
Meets at its own Hall
Every Wednesday

Attorney

For best results mail your
films to Lafayette Studio,

P.

LODGE DIRECTORY

-

i

Stockers and feeders came in
Bay City Texas, complimenting freely this week, due to the dry
as a news medium and weather in the Southwest and
the
he
had planned to visit trading was very dull and draggy
saying
friends here this fall but is a !The lack of rain in Missouri
candidate for County Judge, .fol- Kansas and Nebraska is keeping
lowing his present office of Clerk the buyers away.
of the District Court and can't
Receipts of hogs were moderget away. He speaks of the ate this week and trading slow.
cotton, rice and corn crops a3
We consider the outlook for
very promising.
next week uncertain with the
prospects of a light run.
STRAYED or STOLEN;- - Dark
CASSIDY SOUTHWESTERN
bay horse branded 7 H, lame
COM. Co.
left front foot, right front foot
white, $5.00 reward if returned
Hfctorlo Ytl Bulldlno.
Aa Item In the New Haven Registe
to Geo. Katafiasz.

To cur City Patrons

Santa Fe New Mexico
MONEY To LOAN ON REAL
July 27, 1917.
ESTATE: -- Call on or address me
To the People of New Mexico;
at Gladstone, New Mexico.
rrt
xms rcommission mosti ineariny 28 M 1 pd
C. E. HARTLEY
endorses the entire subject mat- ter of the above communication
ask anyone who kas used it
and particularly approves of the There are families who always a m
Suggestions
contained therein to keep a bottle of Chamberlain' Co
which ask that no undue burdens ic and Diarrhoea Remedy in the house
be placed upon the railroads at for use in case it is needed, and find
that it is not only a good investment
thÍ3 time- We bel5eve tnat every but
saes them no end of suffering,
citizen of New Mexico My aP" As to its reliability, ask anyone who
preciar.es tne importance ot co- has used it.
operating with the carriers in
this crisis and this Commission One of the Best for a Home
most respectfully urges that you
160 Acres three miles north of
will bear with us and the carriers
Roy, in good community.
Rich
in the handling of the situation soil and
shallow water district.
and that requests for additional Good
wheat land. $10.00 an acre
station facilities, side tracks, Terms if desired.
Business lot
stock yards, train schedules or in Roy free to purchaser of
the
other improvements and facili- homestead. Address
ties which will necessitate the
American Land Company,
expenditures of money be with25tf
Tucumcari, N. Mex.
held at this time until termination of this world war which not
JACK P. MILLS
only threatens our liberty, but
U. S. Commissioner
in fact our very existahce.
Corporation
Fillings, Proofs and all
State
Commission,
Hugh H. Williams, Chairman. land matters.
Also Surveys and Plats.
Prompt Attention
Bean harvesters, Eisc harrows
Office at Solano, New Nexico.
Seeder attachments for Disc har
rows, Mowers, Rakes, Corn-bin- d
C.N. ROARK
ers Get our Prices before buyClayton New Mex.
ing.
Goodman Mercantile Co. LAND PLATS of ail kinds
Abstracts of U. S. Land

7.30

BAPTIST
Second Sunday in each month.
Services 11, A. M., 7.30, P. M.

O

The President is Woodrow
Wilson, neither omniscient nor
infallible.
The old method of teaching
agriculture in the schools, thru
books, is not recommended by
Dr. Crile. The work must be undertaken in such a way that it
will appeal to the imagination of
the child." To successfully teach
agriculture, the teacher must
have special training, with a view
of sustaining the interest of the
pupils. It is a well known fact
that agriculture becomes a dead
subject, when it gets bookish
and lacks plan and system.

C,

co-op- er

Goods

If anyone attempts to haul down
the American flag, hoot him on the

UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL
Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M

Harvesting is ust about over at Christinn Churcn.
Your
Hugh
in
this part and everyone seems presence is necessary.
II. Williams,
Hon.
Chairman, State Corporation satisfied with their prospect.
Rev. G. B. Haix, Supt
Commission of New Mexico,
Wheat stacks everywhere,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Y P. S C. E.
Dear Sir:- Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Robertson
R. C. GuuNIG, President
The American Railway and daughter attended the surMrss Lillian Grinkr, Sec'y.
Association Special Committee prise dinner in honor of John
Meets ot the Christian Church,
'on National Defense now
Gibbons Sunday 27th. He is one
Roy, N. M every Sunday evenatmg with the Government to of our "Soldier boys" of Co. I of
ing at 7 o'clock.
A cordial welcome extended to
further the successful prosecu- Webb City Missouri.
all visitors.
tion of the war respectfully in
vites your consideration of the Mrs. Frank Howell spent Fri
day with her mother Mrs. Bar
following suggestions.
CHRISTIAN

unimer

GOD

wear tne Umax uounty line;

July 21, 1917,

On All

,

apot John

Washington, D.

Church Directory

Spanish-America-

Age-llcral-

have beeturrazy when I married her.

1

TM

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Building Business

We Build our business by rendering a
Valuable Service profitable to the people of the
community,
the protection of personal funds.

111

THE UNIVERSAL CAR

o y G a rag e

For this service we make no charge.

and LIVERY

YOU should make use of this service we
extend to you. Here you will find a courteous

Cars Housed and Cared for

Safety

At Reasonable Rates.
Mechanic.
it-- W-l- r EP-

de-

quishment

T?Or- -

-

vpu.ti ' "i n
Davenport Bro's, proprietor.
New Mex.
ROY,

Service

V

GASOLINE ST A,

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY
The Roy Drug Store

Pure Drugs, Chemicals and
Patent Medicines

An Explanation.
They should make a fine
Charlotte had been taught to say the
run this fall as there is more grace before each meal. One day she
wheat than ever before to thresh was Invited to a little friend's for dinand there is not an obstacle ner. When the father and mother of
Charlotte were seated for dinner,
worse than a wire fence in the
brother, bowed
a
whole mesa to keep them from his head and said: "Amen, God, Charlotte's gone."
getting to it.

Dr. H. S. Murdoch,

Perfumes and Toilet Articles

-- Dentist"
of Springer, N. M.. will be in

Dr. M. D. Gibbs, Prop.

Roy

Cold Air as a Tonic.
Cold air is a mighty good tonic
tself. It kills off most of the
of common "colds," and
vhole lot of other measly germs.

la
es

a

ut together.

Ton J. Taylor, jr.. Absruoto

Mora,

Nef

Office and Exchange,

.

ROY, N. M.

Rural-Communi-

Rooms 50c, 75c & $1.00
MEALS Served at

ty

J. E. Gilstrap, Mgr.

Nl-N-

Roy, New Mexico

R

Grasp These Tremendous Facts:

D

R

"Have

Chiropractic is the Newest and

Health

Sci-

It is the Latest Science of renfcving the true
cause of disease without medicine or Surgery.
If you do not know what CHIROPRACTIC is, now is
the time to investigate.

Trained men and women, as training is understood todav, moans
EDUCATED men and women, because educated people can quickly
train and adapt themselves to special lines of work. They are trained
to THINK QUICKLY AND STRAIGHT.
They are trained to ACT
QUICKLY AND DECISIVELY.
TRAINED MEN AND WOMEN are
READYno matter what the demand upon them or the opportunity
bofore them.

Office Hours
9 to 12

l.L--

to 5

N. M.

husband?'

Wanted Credit for It
"What nmkes that he;i of your;
cackle so loudly?" inquired Jenkins o.
his neighbor.
"Why, they're just litU
ü cornerstone for
tho new parish rnon
armss Hie road nnd she's trying t
n;ul;e (he, neighbors think she did it.'

t

COMPLETE YOUR EDUCATION.
IP YOU WISH TO DO SO
YOU CAN COMPLETE IT. EVERY FACILITY IS AVAILABLE FOR
YOU, NO MATTER WHAT YOUR CIRCUMSTANCES MAY BE, AT

Try Pineapple Juico
for Stomach Trouble

The University of New Mexico
year on Monday, October
Tho University opens for the 1917-19Ample time remains for you to arrange to enter.
18
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my

with anybody except his friends
jut I do wish that he would stay own;
iro:n them." Claude Callan "in tin
Fort Worth

AT ALBUQUERQUE.

Office in the G. Kitchell Block,

seen

A S Elcs'.sins
G Cambrel

R

All of Roy

F N Coldiron

Frank Heiman
New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE

r.egistei

3

.

De

Are YOU a trained man or woman, as within this meaning!

ence.

you

iskpil n Sutton county wife, "lie lef
ne two hours ngo to be gone five inln
ates, nnd I nm nfrald he has fount
I nm willing for him tr
ioiue friend.

war.

CHIROPRACTOR
(Pronounced

Roy,

In Bad Company.

Never before in this world's history has the demand been so
great for TRAINED MEN AND WOMEN.
Never before have opportunities of advancement and usefulness
baen so vast and so varied for TRAINED MEN AND WOMEN.
Vast and varied as are these opportunities today, they will become as vastly greater and more varied for TRAINED MEN AND
WOMEN in the reconstruction of the world which must follow this

a.l:Hf

Greatest DRUGLESS

Young Men and Women of New Mexico

Short Orders

Prop'r.

Nov. 2ti 1912. made H. E. No.
NJ-SSec. 12
Sf'iSec. 11 Twp 21 N Rng 27E N.M.P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make Three Year Proof, to estab-lis- h
claim to the land above described
before F. H. Foster, U. S. Com. at his
office in Roy.New Mexico, on
. i
1th day of Sept. 1917
Claimant names as witnesses:
J. W. Word ward Albert A. Himoa
J. IT. Mitchell
J. B. Woodward
All of Roy New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
OQ

J

The Home Restaurant
Regular Meals
J.F.ARNETT

Who

015245 for

g

Solano, Mosquero, Mills, Abbott, Taylor Springs
and intermediate points.
Lines conRoy City Exchange,
nected.
Efficient Service- -

Refitted and Refurnished thruout

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office Clayton New Mexico.
July 19, 1917
NOTICE i.i hereby riven that Joshua
J. Jackson of Roy New Mexico,

8
Register
Stomach and Liver Troubles
No end of misery and actual Siffer-inNOTICE FUR PUBLICATION
is caused by disorders of the stom- Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mex,
ach and liver, and may be avoided b
July 12 1917
the use of Chamberlain's Tablets.
Notice is hereby given that
Give them a trial. Tbey only "cost t
William
Coldiron of Roy, N. M. who
quarter.
onAig. 9,1913 andAdi'l.ian 13, 1915
made U. E. & Add 'I Nos. 016823, 01918f
Getting Contentment
Tve been a grent deal happier since for
and NwJ; Sec. 25 and
( hare given up thinking about what
Sec 24 Twp 20n. Rng 27E. N. M.
Is easy nnd pleasant, and being
P Meridian, has filed notice of intenbecause I couldn't havo my
tion to make three Year Proof, to
own will. Our life Is determined for
establish claim to the land above,
us, and It makes the mind very free
when we give up wishing and only described before F. H Fostxr, US
at Roy, New Mexico, on
think of bearing what Is laid upon uí Comr.
Aug. 21, 1917
and doing what Is given us to do.
George Eliot.
Claimant names as witnesses:

PHONE at Springer.

E

Register

5

Southwestern Hotel
Summer Complaint

Gilstrap Bro's, Prop's

J.F.ARNETT

6 1912 made H E No. 015219 fop
Lots 1,2,3,4 Bee 6 Twp 21N. Rng 30 E.
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
intention to make Five Year proof to
establish claim to the land described,
biforeFH Foster U S Com'r at
Roy, N.N. on tho 1th dav of Sept, 1917
Claimant names as witnesses:

Luis Romero
Luis Martinez
All of De Haven New Mexico

During the weather of the summei
months some member of almost every
family is likely to be troubled with an
unnatural looseness of the bowels, and
it U of the greetest importance that
this be treated promptly, which can
only be done when the medicine is
kept at hand. Mrs. F. F. Scott, Scott
ville, N. Y., " I first used Chamber
Iain's Colic and Diarrhoea Remedy be
much as tive years ago. At that time
I hud a severe attack of summer complaint and was suffering intense pain.
One dose relieved me. Other member.
of my family have since used it with
like results." '

Roy Telephone Co.
LONG-DISTANC-

Sept.

3

Mexico

WE HAVE A REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
DEPARTMENT
Ail Matters entrusted to u (listened with Promptness
and Accurey

Connects with

8--

Felix Quintana

to attend the Dental needs of
this community.

Titles to Lands in the Mora Grant are being!
straign tened out and we are also prepared
to furnish Abstracts on these Lands.

Now under Management of

All of Roy New Mexico

PAZ VALVERDE, Register.

Cabriel Martinez

Complete Index to All Lands and Town Property
in
Mora County.

The Southwestern
Hotel

Claimant names as witnesses:
Jose Leon Romero
Juan Casaua
Frank Aldeis Leandro Archuleta

PAZ VALVERDE,

County Treasurer

MORA ABSTRACT COMPANY

d

The Point of View.
Tour neighbor may have two faults
o your one, but your one may seem
o him more objectionable than all his

-

Again Soon
Strong.

E

before w H willcox. u S comisioner at
his office at Roy N. M., on the 11th.
day of Aug, 1917

Chronic Constipation
It is by no means an easy matter to
cure this disease, but it can be done in
most instances by taking Chamberlains
Tablets and complying with the plain
printed directions that accompany each
package.

Brad-doc-

three-year-ol-

Si-N-

Eastman Kodaks and Supplies

C. Ü.

N M.

NOTICE F0K PUBLICATION.
room house
FOR SALE:-T- wo
Department
of the Interior, U. S. Land
on my land two miles North
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
West of Solano.
July 19, 1917
Address Martha Frank.
Notice is hereby given that Samuel
San Angelo, Texas.
Quintana of De Haven, N. M. who on

Perodical3 and Stationery

A Bachelor1
Advantage.
C. E. Anderson and sons limA bachelor Is known by the combered up Paul's machine on his pany he keep3 out of. He Is not
wheat threshing Monday and likely to be so lonesome as a married man. And then again when he
started for the season's run. A falls ill he can select the kind of o
little trouble with the engine de- trained nurse that he wants to wait
layed the big machine for a day upon him, whereas the married man
has to put up with the kind of a nurso
or so but it is out also. Both his wife selects for him. "The Bachare "Steel Case" threshers and elor," In Life.

new.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

HOLSTEIN MILK COWS- :sale, fresh - W. H. GUTHMAN,
Roy, N. M.

Notice

steam engines and are good as

PAZ VALVERDE,
4

June 28 1917
Notice is hereby given that Luis
Manzanares of Roy N. M. who on
June 1J, 1914. made II. E. No. 017892
for the
and El-SSeo 34
Twp 20N. Rng 25E NMPM, has filed
notice of intention to make Three
for
xears Final Proof, to establish
claim to the land above described

NEW MEX.

'

Over

Plenty of monytoloanon
real estate. 9 percent long
time.
J. L. Hayes Real Estate Co.

BANK
"Casey" and Doc. Knotts
0
I have been promising my padrove all over the country billing
trons for some time that I would
sales last week.
prepare myself to fit glasses.
I wish to notify them that we
Jake Kerns resigned frbm his
Denow prepared to test the
are
job of years on the Goodman
eyes
and fit glasses at the Plum-le- e
simiaccpted
a
livery wagon and
Hospital.
lar position with the Floersheim
Jake is a positive
Merc. Co.
Respectfully,
necessity to Roy as Deliveryman
C. PLUMLEE.

miles of Roy.

next few days.
Department of the Interior
J. L. Hayes Real Estate Co.
U. S. Land Office at Clayton

ROY TRUST & SAVINGS
ROY,

9

300 acres tillable, 80 acres plowed and fenced, small improvements. $750.00 takes it in the

.

Make This Bank YOUR Bank

Secrecy

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mex,
June 28, 1917
Notice is hereby given that William
FOR SALE- ;- My ranch farm F. Uurris, of Mills New Mexico who
2,000 acres of Patented land 1,000 on Nov. 22 1913 & May 25, 1914 made
acres of leased land, the best UK. Nos. 017150 & 017918 for SWi. &
NVVi Sec SU Twp 22N Rng 25E N. M.
watered place in this County.
P Merinian, has filed notice of intention
I want to sell by the first of
to make thrveyear final proof ta estab
Sept. 1917.
lish claim to the land above described
For further information, write before ,F H Foster, U S Com, at Roy
N M on tho 14th dav of Auir. 1917
E. B. Cropp Trementina, N. M
Claimant names as witnesses:
G rover C Till
C. D. Horn
A. A. Hurford
Oral Deaton
acres relinFOR SALE:-3- 20
All of Mills NM
w

Pharmacy.

for the BANK

reception and a cordial welcome of your
posits, whether large or small.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Going Fishing? They have
fishin' tackle to sell at the Fair-vie-

Write today for full information to David R. Boyd, President,
University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, N. M.
OXiJ

IMnenpple juice is now scientifically
rccognizi'd as having Kreat mediciniil
value and when properls' combine.)
with pepsin and other infiredicnu i.he
mixture is ono of the finest things j ou
can use lor stomacn irouoie.
Let us tell you about the remarkable results that are being obtnin. Jthrough the u.e of NATOL, T'lMKAI'1'LLi
JO.H'UiuNU, v. men w
pell at 60c and $1.00 per bottle with
aposltive guarantee of beneilt of
money back. All druecist a''1

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office

at

Clayton, New Méx.,

Ju'y

12, 1917.

Notice is hereby given that Frank
J Lukasek of Roy N. M. who on Mar
27, 1914 made II. E. No. 017647 for
NW SSWi, S25 T. 21N, li.26 E.NM
P Meridian, has iiled notice of intention to make Three Yenrl'rocf, to estab
lish claim to the land above described
before F.H. Foster U. S. CommUioner
at his ofllce in Roy, New Mexico, on
Aug 22, 1917

Claimant names as witnesses:
George S Wortman Levi A Brown,
Harry H Wortman Claude H Hand
All of Roy New Mexico
PAZ VALVERDE,
8-- 1

i

register

mm theE5

beats now; their drumming came faint
but unmistakable. Yes, there were two
horses racing down the arroyo. Auto,
the fugitive, rose to his feet and stared
Into the dusk.
"Sit down I" Alalre ordered, sharp
ly. He obeyed, mattering beneath his
breath, but his head was turned as If
In an effort to follow the sounds of the

HEART OF THE SUNSET

Ifct

By Rex Beach
Copnifhl kr Hup

THE RANGER SHOWS WHAT A DESPERATE

4 Brotan

MAN HE IS

Next came the distant rattle of
loosened stones evidently one horse
was being urged toward the open high
ground then the peaceful quiet evening was split by the report of Law's
thirty-thirtAnother shot followed,
and then a third. Both Alalre and her
buckle your belt" Anto did as he prisoner were on their feet, the woman
was told, his revolver and cartridge shaking In every limb, the Mexican
you, straining his eyes Into the gloom and
dropped to
ground.

belt

the

a handsome young matron, gets lost la the
y
struggle wanders Into the little
an
after
and
desert
Texas
camp of David Law, a ranger officer, hunting a Mexican murderer.
Circumstances force her to stay there overnight She finds the ranger an Interesting character.
Mrs. Alalre Austin,

all-da-

p

CHAPTER

Continued.

II
2

"Bloodhounds ain't any good, ouislde
of novels. If beef got scarce, them
Greasers would steal the dogs and eat
em." lie added, meditatively, "Dog
ain't such bad eiUn either."
"Ilnve you tried It?"
Mr. Law nodded.
"Did you Join the MaderlsUs for excitement ?"
o
"Mostly. Then, too, I believed
Madero was honest and would
give the peons land. An honest Mexican Is worth flghtln' for, anywhere.
Pon-chlt-

The pelados are still struggling for
their land for that and a chance to
Uve end work and be happy."
Mrs. Austin stirred tepatlently.
"They are fighting because they are
told to fight There Is no patriotism
In them," said she.
"I think," he said, with grave
"the majority feel something
big and vague and powerful stirring
Inside them. They don't know exactly
what It Is, perhaps, but It ta there.
Mexico has outgrown her dictators.
They have been overthrown by the
same causes that brought on the
French Revolution,"
"The French Revolution!" Alalre
leaned forward, eying the speaker with
startled Intensity. "What do you know
about the French Revolution?"
Reaching for a coal, the Ranger
spoke without facing her. "I've read a
good bit ma'am, and I'm a noble
listener. I remember good, too. Why, I
had a picture of the Bastille once."
II pronounced It "Bastllly," and his
hearer settled back. "That was some
calaboose, now, wasn't It?" A moment
later be Inquired, Ingenuously, "I don't
suppose you ever saw that Bastille,
delib-cratenes- s,

of the cani. He watered the ashes of
the fire, gathered up the telltale scraps
of paper and fragments of food, and
then when the place suited him fell to
examining his rifle.
Alalre watched him with interest
"Where shall I go," she asked, "and
what shall I do?"
"You Just pick out a good cover be
yond the water hole and stay there,
ma'am. It may be a long wait for
something may have happened. If so,
we'll have to He close. And don't worry yourself none, ma'am; he won't
make no trouble."
With the sunset the water hole lay
sleeping.

charco.
Then, as silently as It had appeared,
the apparition vanished beyond the
ridge. Alalre lay close, as she had
been directed, praying that the horseman had been warned ; but shortly she
heard again the rustle of stiff
branches, and out Into the opening rode
a Mexican. lie was astride a wiry
gray pony, and In the strong twilight
Alalre could see his every feature the
swarthy cheeks, the roving eyes beneath the black felt hat. A carbine

lay across his saddle horn, a lariat
was colled beside his leg, a cartridge

did you?"
"J7o. Only the place where It stood."
"Sho' I You must have traveled right
imart for such a young lady." He
beamed amiably upon her.
There was something winning about
Is young man's modesty, and aome- hing flattering In his respectful admi
ration, lie seemed, also, to know his
place, a fact which was even more In
his favor. Undoubtedly he had force
ind ability; probably his love of adventure and a happy lack of settled
purpose had led him to neglect his
more commonplace opportunities and
sent him into the Ranger service. This
man had been denied what she termed

'
'

put one In his way.
"Do you like to read?" she asked
him.
"Say I It's my favorite form of exeyes were exercise." Law's blue-grapressionless,
his face was bland.
"Why?"
"I have a great many books at Las
You might enjoy some of
Palmas.
them."
"Now that's nice of you, ma'am.
Mebbe I'll look into this cnttle-steallIn your neighborhood, and If I do I'll
sure come borrowln'."
"Oh, 111 send you a boxful when I
get back," said Alalre, and Dave
thanked her hombly.
Later, when he went to move his
mare Into a shady spot, the Ranger
chuckled and slapped bis thigh with
bis hat "Bessie Belle, we're going to
Improve our minds," he said aloud.
"We're going to be literary and read

'm

y

"Olga! Hands Up, Both of Youl"

his waist. There was
familiar about the fellow,
but at the moment Alalre could not
determine what it was.
Pilgrim's Progress' and 'Alice In
After one swift, appraising glance
Wonderland.'
I bet we'll enjoy 'em, the newcomer rode straight to the
eh? But doggone I She's a. nice lady, verge of the water hole and dismountand your coat la Just the same color ed; then he and his horse drank side
by side.
ts her hair."
Where the shade was densest and
It was the moment for a complete
the breeze played most freely, there and effective surprise, but nothing
Dave fixed a comfortable couch for his happened. Why didn't Law act? Alalre
guest and during the beat of the fore- bent low, straining eyes and ears, but
noon she dozed. But one cannot sleep no command came from the Ranger,
well with a tropic sun In the heavens, Then, as if in answer to her perplexand since there was really nothing for ity, a second horseman appeared, and
her to do until the heat abated, Alalre, the woman realized how simply she
when she awoke, obliged the Ranger had been fooled.

y.

nare through her tricks for Alalre's
tdlflcatiou, ana gossiped idly of whatever Interested his guest
Then as the sun edged to the west
ind Mrs. Austin became restless, he
addled Bessie Belle and led her down
the gulch into a safer covert Return-ta- f,

be carefully obliterated all traces

looked blank. At
sight of the speaker their mouths fell
open, and Panfilo ceased his gesticulation.
Mrs. Austin went on: "He is my
cousin.
He couldn't
have had any part in that murder In
Jim Wells county, for be was at Las
Palmas when I left."
Panfilo recovered from his amazement removed his sombrero, and
blessed his employer extravagantly;
then be turned triumphantly upon his
captor. "Behold I" cried he. "There
you have the truth. I am an excellent,
g
man and as honest as to his mare and ran his shaking hands
over her as If In search of an injury;
God."
"Surely you don't want him," Alalre his questioning palms covered every
appealed to Law. "He was probably Inch of glistening hide from forelock
helping his countryman to escape but to withers, from shoulder to hoof, and
under cover of this task he regained In
they all do that you know."
i.
"All right
If he's your man, that's some degree his
"That hombre of yours didn't look
enough," Dave told her. "Now then,
boys, it will soon be dark and we'll right to me," he said, finally. Laying
need some supper before we start It his cheek against Bessie Belle's neck,
won't hurt Anto's horse to rest a bit as a woman snuggles close to the man
either. You are under arrest," he add- of her choice, he addressed the mnre:
ed, addressing the latter. "I won't tie "I reckon nobody is going to steal you,
eh? Not if I know It No, sir; that
you unless"
"No, señor I" Anto understood per hombre wasn't any good, was he?"
Alalre wet her Hps. "Then you
fectly, and was grateful.
shot
him?"
you,
fire,
and
a
"Well, then, build
"I didn't say I shot him," he told her,
Panfilo, lend a hand. The señora will
need a cup of ten, for we three have gruffly. "I warned him first and he
turned on me blew smoke In my face.
a long ride ahead of us."
No time was lost. Both Mexicans Then he took to the brush, afoot, and
fell to with a will, and In a surprising I cut down on him once more to help
ly short time water was boiling. When him along."
"He got away?"
it came Law's turn to eat, Alalre, who
"I reckon so."
was eager to be gone, directed her em"Oh, oh I" Alalre's tone left no
ployee to fetch the ranger's horse. Pan
filo acquiesced readily and buckled on doubt of her relief. "He was always a
He good man "
his cartridge belt and
"Good? Didn't he steal my horse?
too,
was about to pick up his rifle,
but
finding Law's eyes Inquiringly fixed up- Didn't he aim to get me at the first
on him, he turned with a shrug and chance and free his compadre? That's
disappeared down the arroyo. It was why he wanted his Winchester. Say I
plain that he considered his friendly I reckon he needs klllln about as
relations well established and resented much as anybody I know."
"I can't understand It." Alalre sat
the ranger's suspicion.
"How long has that fellow been down weakly. "One of my men, too."
"This fellow behaved himself while 1
working for you?" Law Jerked his head
was gone, eh?" Law Jerked his head
In the direction Panfilo had taken.
"Not long. I don't know much In Anto's direction. "I was afraid he
he'd try something.
about him," Alalre confessed. Then,
If he had- as if In answer to his unspoken ques Such a possibility, oddly enough,
seemed to choke the speaker, and the
tion, "But I'm sure he's all right."
ferocity of his unfinished threat caused
"Is he looking up range for you?"
Mrs. Austin to look up at hlra curious"N no
I left him at the ranch.
don't know how he came to be here, ly. There was a moment of silence,
then he said, shortly: "Well, we've
unless
It is rather strange 1"
Dave shot a swift interrogatory got a horse apiece now. Let's go."
The stars had thickened and bright
glance at Panfilo's traveling compan
ion, but Anto's face was stony, his ened, rounding the night sky Into a
glittering dome. Anto, the murderer,
black eyes were fixed upon the fire.
With an abrupt gesture Law flung with his ankles lashed beneath his
aside the contents of his cup and strode horse's belly, rode first ; next, In a sul
to Panfilo's horse, which stood deject- len silence, came the ranger, his chin
upon his breast; and In the rear foledly with reins hanging.
"Where are you going?" Alalre rose lowed Alalre Austin.
Under the stars, at the break of the
nervously.
It was nearly dark now; only the arroyo, three hundred yards below the
crest of the ridges were plain against water hole, a coyote was slinking In a
the luminous sky; in the brushy bot- wide circle around the body of Panfilo
tom of the arroyo the shadows were Sanchez.
deep. Alalre had no wish to be left
alone with the prisoner.
David Law's action In killing
With bridle rein and carbine in his
the Mexican has a more signifleft band, the ranger halted, then,
icant effect on the ranger's career
stooping for Anto's discarded cartridge
and on that of Mrs. Austin than
belt he looped It over his saddle-horeither of them can possibly foreHe vaulted easily Into the seat say-lnsee. Read the next installment
"I hid that mare pretty well. Your
man may not be able to find her." Then
(TO PB CONTINUED.)
he turned his borrowed horse's head
toward the brush.
The Bishop's Ring.
Anto had squatted motionless until
Bishop Russell Wakefield of Bir
this moment; he had not even turned mingham, has a ring with a curious
his eyes ; but now, without the slight- history. It is a reminder of the war,
est warning, he uttered a loud call. and of the wanton destruction of the
It might have served equally well as a beautiful cathedral of Reims. Some
summons or as an alarm, but it months ago he was allowed to visit
changed the ranger's suspicions Into the cathedral shortly after a bombard
certainty. Dave uttered an angry ex- ment Colored glass from the famous
clamation, then to the startled woman windows and broken fragments of the
richly-ornat- e
stonework lay among the
he cried :
"Watch this man I He can't hurt debris. The bishop picked up some
you,' for I've got his shells." To his scraps of stained glass, of pure ruby
prisoner he said, sharply : "Stay where and sapphire color, and he has had
you are
Don't move I" The next In- small portions mounted In a new epls
stant he had loped Into the brush on copal finger ring. He regards it as one
the tracks of Panfilo Sanchez, spurring of his most Interesting souvenirs.
the tired gray pony Into vigorous ac- London
tion.
His Fatal Oversight
It was an uncomfortable situation in
which Alalre now found herself. Law
He proposed to her by mall, and by
was too suspicious, she murmured to letter she replied; he read her brief
herself; he was needlessly melodra- refusal, then committed suicide. Alas
matic; she felt exceedingly 111 at ease he'd be alive today, and she a happy
s
grew fainter. bride, had he but read tb postcript
as the pony's
She was startled by hearing other hoof- - penned on the other aide.

belt circled
something

CHAPTER

III.

What Happened at tha Water Hole.
The newcomers exchanged a word
or two In Spanish, then the second
rider flung himself from his saddle and
made for the water. He was lying
prone and drinking deeply when out of
nowhere came a sharp command.
"Olga
Hands up, both of you I"
The first arrival Jumped as if a rattlesnake had buzzed at his back, the
second leaped to his feet with an oath.
"Drop your gun, companero 1"
Both Mexicans cried, as If at a cue,
"Who speaks?"
"A Banger."
The fellow Law had addressed let
fall his rifle ; two pairs of dark hands
rose nlowly. Then the Ranger went on
In Spanish:
"Anto, lower your left hand and un
1
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Life

N. C In the midst of one of the fine residential sections
old cabin of Aunt Tempy Avery. Her front yard runs down to
the paved street, and from her back door she commands a view of the far-famed Mount Pisgah and "the Rat."
Many tempting offers have been received by the old mammy for her valuable holdings, but never has she wavered In her refusal. "My ole marster
gave me die home when he died," she
would explain, "to be mine ontel I

ASHEVILLE,

dies."

."

hard-workin-

1

1

n'

to amuse her.
As the morning progressed Law
proved himself an Interesting companIon, and In spite of the discomforts of
the situation the hours slipped rap-IdlLuncheon was a disagreeable
meal, eaten while the arroyo baked
and the heat devils danced on the
hills; but the unpleasantness was of
brief duration, and Law always man
iged to banish boredom. Nor did he
leem to waste a thought upon the na
ture of that grim business which
brought him to this place. Quite the
contrary, In the afternoon he put his

my men."
Both Mexicans

'

education; therefore she decided to

trf

i

Nobody knows Just the age of
Mammy Tempy, though she unhesitatingly asserts that she Is one hundred
end six. It Is suld that she was a chat
tel of considerable value In 1840, when
she was given as a wedding present to her "Young Mistls" from her "Old Mis-tlsThis new "mlstis" and her children and children's children she served
many a year. In all these and the later years, when she "hired
faithfully
risrlata secured the fellow's wrists;
ing, he set the knot with another heave out," she cared for between five and six hundred babies, "fust and last."
As a girl she was married to one Si Haynes, a servant on a neighboring
that dragged the prisoner to his knees.
plantation. After seven children had been born to them, tne pair separated.
Next he booted Anto to his feet
"I've a notion to bend a gun over "I aln' never seen him from that day to dls," mammy explains. "Alter so
your head," Law growled. "Clever lit- long a time I reckoned he was dead."
In all she has had nine children (two by a second husband). She points
tle game, wasn't It?"
"Where? Did you kill him?" the with delight, as her visitors listen to her tales of olden times, to the little
woman gasped.
fifth generation In Its mother's arms. Under the home roof are still living
Alalre had never beheld such s representatives of four generations, the baby, its mother,
relutes the Christian Herald.
demoniac expression as Law turned and
upon her. The man's face was conDav by day mammy sits by her firei or on the little front porch In the
torted, his eyes were blazing Insanely sunshine. She has many friends new and old, but her heart Is with the anhis chest was heaving, and for an In- cient regime. Her hair Is white now, her face seamed with wrinkles, and
stant he seemed to Include her In his her shoulders bent ; but her eyes sparkle the cheerful ring of youth.
anger. Ignoring her Inquiry, he went

horse-breaker- 's

Alalre' retreat was far from com
fortable; there was an ants' nest some
where near her and she thought of
her breath
moving; but suddenly
caught and her henrt Jumped uncontrollably. She crouched lower, for di
rectly opposite her position, and outlined against the sky where the sharp
ridge cut It was the figure of a
mounted man. She was conscious that
a keen and hostile pair of eyes was
searching the coverts surrounding the
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do the same. Mind you, listening Intently.
Alalre bad begun to teel the strain of
the left hand I Now face about and
walk to the charco, both of you. the situation and was trying to decide
what next to do, when David Law
Goodl"
Law stepped into view, his Winches came riding out of the twilight Be
ter in the crook of his arm. He emptied was astride the gray; behind him at
the three discarded weapons, then, the end of a lariat was Bessie Belle,
walking to Anto's horse, he removed and her saddle was empty.
Mrs. Austin uttered a sharp cry.
the second carbine from beneath the
Law dismounted and strode to tie
saddle-flaand ejected its shells Into
prisoner. Ills face was black with
his palm.
This done, he addressed the stranger. fury; be seemed gigantic In his rage.
"Now, friend, who are you, and why Without a word he raised his rlfM
hand and cuffed the Mexican to hit
are you riding with this fellow?"
"My name is Panfilo Sanchez, senor. knees. Then he leaped upon him, as
Before God, I have done nothing." The a dog might pounce upon a rabbit
speaker was tremendously excited. In rolled him to his face, and twisted the
the midst of his incoherent protesta- fellow's arm Into the small of his back
Anto cursed, he struggled, but he was
tions Mrs. Austin appeared.
like a child in the ranger's grasp. Law
you
Mr.
Is
telling
the truth,
"He
Law," she said, quietly. "He Is one of knelt upon him, and with a Jerk of his
compadre,

WHEN PROVOKED TO VIOLENT ACTION
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Father Had to "Set 'Em Up" Twice

The proud papa Is expected to "set 'em up" and buy the
arrival of a son and heir, but to do It 14 years after the
event, as well as at the time of birth is too much. At least that Is what Louis
Nuesse, secretary and treasurer or
Manufacturing company,
Rockwell
thinks.
When Elmer Carl Gustave arrived
In this "vale of tears," as this world
of ours Is sometimes called, one May
day In 1903, Papa Nuesse wore the
usual expansive smile accompanying
the completion of thut successful
Journey. He also did the, right thing
with "the boys" and sundry other
friends.
The M. D. who personally conduct
ed young Elmer into the world failed, however, to record that important
event as prescribed by the statutes of the state of Wisconsin. So when
Elmer Carl Gustave, now aged fourteen, asked tor a permit to laoor in me
fields during his vacation, and incidentally serve his country, no birth certificate could be secured. The doctor was hastily communicated with and he
supplied the health department with the necessary and requisite Information,
albeit it wus about fourteen years lute.
And that Is the reason the papers the other day bore the glad tidings
thut a son and heir hud been borne to Mr. and Mrs. Louis Nuesse, 320 Sixteenth avenue. Cigars again had to be passed and "the boys" hud to have
another round, although many of them shared in the original treat.
Mrs. Nuesse also came in for her share of congratulations. Just how
she squared It with her friends It Is not known.
It is understood, however, that the South side physician whose neglect
was the cuuse of the double treat and many explanations, will have to stand
all expenses.

MILWAUKEE.
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Vegetable

Gardens

Are

Replacing

Flower

Beds

"Plant an onion every time you pull up a flower," Is one of
Mrs. Frnnk A. Vanderllp is currying out on the, beautiful
Vanderlip estate In Scarborough," as a simple and effective war measure for
the production of food. Hundreds of
acres around the home were early this
spring plnnted to potatoes, and Mrs.
Vunderllp has given the whole scheme
her personal attention and
YORK.

NEW mottoes

Not only has she superintended
tills work herself, but she arranged tot
have land near by plowed up and
planted with vegetables and cared for
by the suffragists from the city who
are anxious to show their patriotism
and do their bit In this way. Mrs. Van
derllp Is the leader of the suffrage party In Westchester county. , In a trim,
short skirt and a garden Bmock, Mrs. Vanderllp works dolly In the garden
planned to relieve the food pressure. For a while this spring she turned the
garden over to friends and neighbors and went out to do valiant work for the
success of the Liberty bond.
The Vanderllp menage Is on ration bnsrs and foods that are scarce are
not served on the table.
In a recent talk before the women of Westchester county, Mrs. Vanderllp
of the wife and mother In carefully guarding the dissaid : "The
tribution of the food problem in her household will be the best way the
women of the country can aid their government This is our Job."

Poor Man Has Invested His All in Liberty Bonds
years old, hotel
O. Andrew Francis Patrick Mahon, sixty-seve- n
shoe shiner for more than half a century, Is "broke" from doing
his "bit" "But I never was happier," says Mahon, "and until this war ends I
am going to keep rignt on snoving
across all the money I can scrape together. I am going to place it where
it will do the most good."
Throughout the Red Cross campaign Máhon turned over daily his receipts for the day, less what it cost
him for meals. What he ate cost him
from 60 to 70 cents a day. Several
times he paid to the Red Cross committee sums exceeding $10.
"Now I'm going to start to save so
I can buy some more Liberty bonds
when Uncle Sam finds it necessary to float another Issue," said Mahon. "By
practicing the strictest economy I ought to be able to subscribe for several of
the $100 denomination;'
He was the first to subscribe. He took $1,000 worth In the name of a

SANDUSKY,

step-so-

"Uncle Sam has got to win," he said. "I am
trenches, but I'm not too old to' help sustain three or
fight. Every penny I can scrape together over and
to keep myself in working trim Uncle Sam and the

too old to fight in the
four youngsters who can
above what it costs me
allies are going to get"

THE
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THIRD YEAR OF WAR SEES SITUATION

aiIS15P0U!!DS
Fried Many Different Medicines
and Kept Getting Worse
All the Time.
TOOK

STEP-FATHER-

OF THE ALLIES GREATLY

"I have gained fifteen pounds by tak
ing tanlac and my Improvement Is the
talk of the neighborhood," said Mrs.
J. R. Galloway, wife of one of the most
popular conductors on the Denver and
Rio Grande railroad, who resides at
avenue, Dea
3325 West Thirty-thir- d
rer.

"For three years," she continued, "I
suffered so from nervousness and ca
tarrh of the head that I couldn't get
more than two or three hours sleep
a night. My head was stopped up all
the time, my mouth was dry and hot
and I had a continual dripping of mu'
cous back Into my throat. My atom'
ach became affected and I couldn't di
gest what I ate. I had the most dreadful headaches Imaginable and while I
tried a number of different medicines
I kept getting worse.
"My stepfather In Lima, Ohio, told
me about Tanlac doing him so much
good and advised me to try It and I'm
certainly glad I took his advice, for
three bottles have about made a new
woman out of me. I have not had a
headache since I started taking Tanlac
and the catarrh Is so much better that
I hardly notice It any more. My stomach Is In splendid condition now and
I can eat and digest anything I want
and am feeling just about as strong
and well as I ever did. I have Improved so much that my friends are all
talking about it, and several of them
are now taking It."
There Is a Tanlac dealer In your
town. Adv.
Brought It Back.

"Joslah," said Mrs. Hawbuck, "1
nope you kept your head while you
were In New York."
"I did, Martha," was the humble reply, "but I guess It was only because
none o' them sharpers h,ad any use
for It"
Ten imilei for a nickel. Always buy Red
Cross Bag Blue; have beautiful, clear
white clothes. Adv.

The Trouble.
"Whatcax looking so blue about,
old top?"
"Oh, my wife wants 'more clothes,
though til the year her wardrobe has
been oversubscribed."
Aroused, Then Mollified.
Mr. Bink8 I met a woman today
that I thought a good deal of once.
Mrs. Binks Oh, you did?
"Yes. I used to do my very best to
please her."
"Humph !"
"I did everything I could to win her
affection."
"My goodness V
"And at last I flattered myself that
I succeeded."

"Wha"
"She granted all that I asked, and by
so doing made me the happiest man
i
alive."
"Merciful"
"I asked her to come up to the house
with' me today, but she had some shopping to do, and cannot get here until
supper time."
"Mr. Binks, I am going to my moth-

er."
"She Isn't home, my dear. It was
your mother that I met. She gave me
you." Pittsburgh Chronicle.
Such Is Life..
"George," she said, "am I really and
truly your little popsy wopsy?"
"The sweetest peachy weachy In existence," declared George.
"And you've never, never loved another Irl?"
"There Isn't another girl in the world
worth a thought, sweet."
"What makes you love me so,
George?"
"Just because I can't help it,
,

preclousest."
"Am I an angel, George?"
"An elf, petsle. The daintiest little
fairy that ever drew breath."
"Oh, my true knight!" she sighed.
"Good night. Good night."
And five minutes later the daintiest

Germany's Position Less Favorable Than One Year Ago or Two
Years Ago In Principal Theater of War, the West, East
and Italian Fronts, the Entente Allies Have Shown
Decided Superiority.
New York. Germany's situation at
the end of three years of war appears
less favorable than It did either one
year ago or two years ago.
She has to her credit in the last
twelvemonth the crushing of
Rouraanla and the conquest of
of that nation's territory.
But in the principal theater of war,
the west, east and Italian fronts, the
entente allies have shown, on the
whole, a decided superiority to the
central powers.
two-thir-

In the materials of war the nations

d

of Ypres. This the British blew up by
mines June 7, the noise being heard In
London. They captured 6,000 prisoners the first day of the offensive and
many others later.
French Gain Hills.
Below the sector of the German retirement the French were equally successful.
On April 16 they started a
great offensive which resulted In the
dominating "Ladles road" falling Into
their hands, besides Important positions in Champagne. Their prisoners
the first two days totalled 17,000. On
May 8, along the Alsne, they took 6,100
captives and gained points from which
they looked down on the foe, as the
British did farther north.
It should be noted here, however,
that the French losses were severe,
resulting In the replacement of Nlvelle
as commander In chief by Petaln.
The last twelvemonth In the Italian
campaign has witnessed a series of
costly reverses for the Austrlans, but
the Italians have been prevented from
following up their successes by the
very difficult terrain, the beaten Teutons falling back after each defeat to
new mountain positions most difficult

fighting for democracy clearly have an
Increasing advantage over the kaiser's
legions. They have dealt the enemy
blow after blow which have told heavily In lives, If not In territory.
Germany Moro Desperate.
Germany's plight is rendered more
desperate than It was on August 1,
1916, by the accession of the United
States and several minor peoples to
the ranks of her enemies. Almost the
whole world Is now lined up against
that nation.
Every belligerent dreads another
winter of war, but Germany most of
all. She lacks many things to face the
rigors of a cold campaign not only to attack.
Italians Take Gorlila.
shells and guns, but wool for warm
On August 8, 1916, the Italians
clothing and sufficient coal to run her

rapidly deteriorating railroads and
her factories and keep those at home
comfortably warm, not to speak of the
famine in the food fats so necessary
to those facing zero weather.
Looking back on the long truce of
the spring on the eastern ront, It is
hard to realize that the Russians just
one year ago were In the midst of a
splendid offensive much like that
which has surprised the world In the
present month. In the 1916 drive Brus-sllopushed far within Bukowlna and
Galicia and crossed the borders of
Hungary. He took about 350,000 prisoners, mostly Austrlans, and forced the
enemy to concentrate masses of reliable German troops, aided by a few
Turks, to check him.
The real reason his drive came to a
halt, however, we know now was lack
of ammunition, failure of transport,
treason within the czar's armies and
Inefficiency.
bureaucratic
wretched
These handicaps seem to have been removed from the courageous Muscovites, perhaps for all time.
Unfortunate Roumanla.
Roumanla declared war on the Teutonic powers August 27 and immediately invaded Transylvania, where the
weak Austrian guards were easily
pushed back and the Important cities
of Hermannstodt and Kronstadt were
soon In the Invaders' hands.
,
The kaiser sent Von Falkenhayn, a
splendid strategist just displaced by
Von Hindenburg, as chief of the great
general staff, to command on this
front, while Von Mackensen headed
the Germans, Bulgarians and Turks,
who threw themselves on Roumanla
ff

from the south.
The Roumanians proved no match
for the combination of foes. Skillful
work by German spies, or the treachery of certain members of their own
army, put the Roumanians' plans of
campaign In the Teutons' hands, It Is
now divulged. Bucharest fell December 6, and ten days later all Walachla
wus lost. On December 18 Russian
troops took over the whole Roumanian
front, and a few weeks later the Teuton advance was checked along the
line of the Sereth and Danube rivers.
Somme Battle Continues.
.
In the west, however, Germany was
facing a far different problem from
the poorly outfitted and trained Roumanian peasants. When the third year
of the war opened the battle of the
Somme was still going on vigorously,
with the French and British showing a
constantly growing superiority over the
foe. Bit by bit through the summer
and autumn the ground was wrenched
from the kaiser's men until the coming
of winter smothered the offensive "in
mud and blood," and, according to the
British commander, Sir Douglas Halg,
saved his opponents from an Immedi
ate great enforced retirement.
On September 22 It was announced

that the French and British had taken
55,800 prisoners In the Somme battle
between July 1 and September 18. This
total was later considerably Increased.
French Win at Verdun.
At Verdun, too, the Germans suf
fered. The French In battles of the
fall and winter won back most of the
ground lost In the offensive of the
spring of 1916 and captured more than
15,000 prisoners, with slight losses

little fairy that ever drew breath was
snapping ma's head off because the
bread and cheese and pickled onions
were not lnld out for supper; whilst
the true knight was whispering sweet
barmaid
nothings to the golden-haireat the Fan and Feathers, and asking themselves.
her If she had a fancy to go to the
The snrlne campaign In the west
s.
pictures next Friday. Londo
opened this war with the Germans
falling back from the great salient
spearpolnt directed at Paris confessing thereby either their weakness or
their aversion to a further offensive, although at the time German writers
hinted darkly that Von Hindenburg
"had something up his sleeve."
The "strategic retirement" began
about March 17, and the Teutons triumphantly declared It would prevent
an allied offensive this year. But they
Tlt-Blt-

POST TOASTIES
are the newest and
best in corn flakes'
m

IMPROVED
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My Improvement la the Talk of My
Neighborhood," Says Mra.
Galloway.
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spoke too soon.
On April 9 the British stormed high
Vlmy Ridge, taking on this and succeeding days about 12,000 prisoners.
The other enemy stronghold along the
British line was Messlnes Ridge, south

back on their own soil, and with the
help of lOther troops took Monastlr.
King Constantino of Greece gave up
the forts of Kavala to the Bulgarians
and the Germans took about 20,000
Greek soldiers to Silesia as "guests."
For this and other acts favoring the
Germans he lost bis throne. Greece
Is now building up a new army of
400,000 men, which will probably soon
be fighting for the cause of democracy
under the leadership of the great pa
trlot, Venlzelos.
The Italians have Increased their
forces In Albania and built excellent
Communications through the moun
tains, forming a Junction with Sarrall'a
left and securing this end of the Bal
kan line.
When the marshes froze there was
a sharp Russian offensive last winter
near Riga. Otherwise, the coast front
lay dormant for many months, and
during the revolution "fraternizing"
was rife between the opposing armies.
Then the Russians, having put their
house In order, set out to show the
kaiser that free men can fight better
than slaves,
The sectors selected for attack lay
between the Plnsk marshes and the
Carpathians, the same as last summer,
Successes
were scored at several
points, the prisoners by July 11 num
bering 42,000. The greatest advance
was near Stanislaus, from which city
Kornlloffs men advanced across a
series of rivers, capturing Hallcz and
Kalucz and sabering and bayoneting
the beaten Austrlans.
Russian Drive Pleases.
The unexpected "come back" overjoyed the allies and filled the Russians
at home with martial enthusiasm.
The Turks suffered severe defeats
In the course of the year at several
points. The British splendidly retrieved their reputation In Mesopotamia by recapturing
On March 11 they took Bagdad. They
continued several scores of miles further on and also formed a Junction
with the Russians northeast of Bag-

Be happy. Uae Red Crois Bis Bine;
better than liquid blue. Delights
ber chair but awoke with a terrible the laundress. All grocers. Adv.

d

much

start.
At the Summer Resort
"Have a bad dream, sir?" asked
Stella Hello, Frank.
the sympathetic barber,
Bella Now, there you go calling
"You bet I did. I dreamed the boy him
Frank. I am his fiancee and I
my
was blacking
white shoes."
want you to understand, dearie, that I
am the only one around here who has
Innuendo.
"I took first prize at the dog show," the Franking privilege.
remarked Flubdub.
The average girl believes that an en
"What were you entered asT' Inquired Wombat with an Irritating gagement Is one continuous round of
pleasure. And very often It Is.
smirk. Kansas City Journal.

a

Don't Poison Baby.
TEARS AGO almost every mother thought her child must hav
or laudanum to make It sleep. These drugs will produoe
and a FEW DROPS TOO MAN? will produoe the SLEEP
Many are the children who
FROM WHICH THERE 13 NO WAKING.
have been killed or whose health has been ruined for life by paregorio, lauda
num. and morphine, each of which is a narootio product of opium. Druggists
are prohibited from selling either of the narcotics named to children at all, or
to anybody without labelling them " poison." The definition of " narco tio"
is i "A medicine which relieves fxiin and produce sleep, but which in poisonous doses produces stupor, coma, convulsion and death." The taste and
smell of medicines containing opium are disguised, and sold under the names
of " Drops," Cordials," " Soothing Syrups," etc You should not permit any
medicine to be given to your children without you or your physician know
CASTORIA DOES NOT
of what it to composed.
CONTAIN NARCOTICS, If it bears the signature
Sj(-J-?- of Chas. H. Fletcher.
Genuine Castorl always bean the signature of --
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Mr

Canadian Farmers
Profit From Wheat
The war's devastation of
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stormed the stubbornly defended
bridgehead, on the Isonzo river,
taking about 10,000 prisoners, and
they followed this success the next
day by seizing the city of Gorizla and dad.
Farther north the Russians held on
increasing the number of their capto their more Important gains the
tives.
The Italians launched a new offen- great cities of Erzerum and Trebizond,
sive the first days of November and but abandoned Mush, Armenia, and a
on November 5 they announced that large city but thinly settled region to
their prisoners since the fall of Go- the foe.
rizla totaled 40,305.
Near Jerusalem.
Winter then stifled operations until
Moving out from the Suez canal
May 15, when the Italians returned the British Inflicted a severe defeat
to the attack In the Carso, aiming at on the Turks near Romanl and then
Trieste. On May 18 the haul of Aus- fought their way Into Palestine,
trian prisoners was announced to be building a new railroad as they went.
6,432. The offensive was renewed May A further slight advance would bring
25, 9,000 prisoners being taken the them before Jerusalem.
The Turks
first day. On May 26 Italy stated she apparently are preparing to abandon
had taken 22,414 prisoners since the Holy City. They have also reMay 14.
moved the Jews from the seaport of
The last operations left the Italians Jaffa, treating them so cruelly that
In an unfavorable terrain and the Aus- hundreds have died.
successfully,
trlans counter-attackeIn Germany's sole remaining colony,
Inflicting Important losses, but not East Africa, converging columns of
driving back the Invaders to any great British, Portuguese and French are
extent. The Italians apparently set- closing In on the remnants of the de
tled down to organize the conquered fending army and the kaiser's oversoil In preparation for a new blow.
seas dominations seem near eclipse.
In the Balkans.
All military observers expect the
In the Balkans the deadlock con- war will continue through the next
tinues, but what changes there have winter and the new campaigns are
been have favored the allies. At the awaited with special Interest because
west end of the Unes the gallant Ser- American troops will have a chance
bians last winter fought their way to show their mettle on the west front
Go-rlz- la

Ugh I
He started to take a nap In the bar-
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European crops has caused
an unusual demand for grain
from the American Conti- nent The people of the world must
be fed and wheat near $2 a bushel
offers great profits to the farmer.

especially attractive. She wants
settlers to make money and happy,
prosperous homes for themselves by

helping her raise immenie wheat crop.
Yoa can get a Homestead of 160 acres FREE

fin

"!T--f

and other lands at remarkably low price. During many
year Canadian wheat 6elds have averaged 20 buahela to
the acra many yielda ta high aa 45 buahela to th acra.
Wonderful crop aleo of Oats, Barley and Flax.
Mixed farmlnf a profitable an lnduatry aa grata raising The excellent graaaea full of nutrition are tha only
food required for beef or dairy purposes. Good school,
churches, market convenient, climate excellent.
There It an extra demand for farm labor to replaea tha
many young men who bare rolunteered fur tba war. Tbe
Government u urging farmer to pnt extra acreage lntov
grain. Write for literature and particulars aa to redsoed
railway ma te Supt, oí lmuu.rUon, Ouawa, Canada, of

W. V. BENNETT

Room 4, Dee Bldg., Omaha. Neb.
Canadian Government

Denver Directory

Advancing Civilization.
As a proof that civilization Is advancing, it may be pointed out that
African traders, who used to supply
Uganda with rum, calico, brass wire
and beads are now doing a flourishing trade In wrist watches.

Splendid Medicine
For Kidneys, Liver
and Bladder

Agent

DIAMONDS
and

ARTISTIC
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jos. i. schwart;
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Any Size Roll Film Developed
printing, le and np; on day eerrloe; no del
PHOTO CO.. tit. 1905. 320 17th St, Dear
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MILE HIGH

For the part twenty year I have been
'A
acquainted with your preparation, Swamp-Rooand all those who have had occaj
for air. Fluff filled his lungs, then sion to uae fuch a medicine praise the
dived and came up with his master, but merits of Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root- ;
ha it been very useful in case of
was dragged under again until he had
catarrh or inflammation of the bladder. I
to let go.
firmly believe that it is a very valuable
Arthur Bazata came at the older medicine and recommendable for what it
brother's screams, dived In and is intended.
brought the body of Joseph to shore.
' Very truly yours,
DR. J. A. COPPEDGE,
Fluff, who had kept diving desperateAlanreed, Texas.
ly, refused to come ashore until Baza- Oct. 26, 1910.
ta came up with his master's form and Prove What Swamp-Roo- t
Will Do For You
brought It to land.
Send ten cents to Dr. Kilmer & Co.,
Binghamton,
N. Y., for a sample aize
PRINTING
HEARTY BREAKFAST IS 0. K. bottle. It will convince anyone. You
Bend for Catalogue a a
will also receive a booklet of valuable
Tha
TUU M.liriil. C.
List.
Dmtw
Price
rinlshln
about the kidneys Eatfaaa Keiak Ce., 2 Uta Street, Dener, Celera
French Medical Professor Urges Euro- information,, telling
and bladder. When writing, be sure and
peans to Follow Example of
mention this paper. Regular fifty-ceAmericans.
size bottles for sale at all
and
drug stores. Adv.
Bordeaux, France. The American
')
I!!
breakfast of ham and eggs, liver and
In Our Boarding House.
bacon, beefsteak or other meat, vege"That new couple look as If they had
tables and porridge, as a substitute for some guilty secret."
the meager European morning meal, is
"They have."
recommended for France by Doctor
"Huh?"
Bergonie, professor of the Bordeaux
"They kept house once, but they don't
Enquire for the
J. H.WILSON
medical faculty.
want to do anything that will add to
WOson Nerer Break Trace
saddlery co
Doctor Bergonie regards this substithe landlady's power by letting her
Guaranteed
DENVER
tution as one of the reforms most like- know they didn't make a success of
ly to relieve the economic situation, by It." Louisville Courler-Journnproviding rational nourishment and
avoiding a great deal of waste.
HAVE SOFT, WHITE HANDS
He bases his argument on the fact
that man requires sustenance most at
Clear Skin and Good Hair by Using
the beginning of the day when he Is
Cuticura Trial Free.
about to make his effort, whereas in
Europe he takes his principal meal
The Soap to cleanse and purify, the
when his day's work is half through,
Ointment to soothe and heal. Besides
when he Is half tired out and Is Iny
emolcapable of so digesting his meal as to these fragrant,
troubles be
prevent
skin
little
lients
give him proper support for the rest of
coming serious by keeping the pores
the day's work.
free from obstruction. Nothing better
HOW TO WRITE TO SOLDIERS at any price for all toilet purposes.
Free sample each by mall with Book.
War Department Announces Rules for Address postcard, Cuticura, Dept L,
Boston. Sold everywhere. Adv.
Co.
Addressing Letters to Men
at the Front
?sMw
Our Special ties: Range,
That Solemn Expression.
Stock and Dairy Cattle
Washington.
Persons sending letTwo sailors were coming along the
re Breed Registered
Herforda; Immunised
ters or cablegrams to American sol- sidewalk just as a newly married couI
Stock
Bog.
diers In France are cautioned in a ple came out of the church to enter an
war department announcement to In- automobile.' Said one sailor: "There
Denver Stock Tari Bant
clude In the address only the name of goes another poor devil launched upon
III ticssses BU, Slsk Tatas, BssTSt.Csl.
the soldier, his company, regiment or the sea of matrimony."
"Yes," said the other, "and he looks
other unit, and the words "American
Expeditionary Force." The location as If he expected to strike a mine any
of the unit should not be mentioned, minute." Boston Transcript.
even If It be known.
The envelope should also bear the
Widows frequently lead bachelors to
name and address of the sender.
the marriage altar; they have been
Similar rules prevail for communica- there before and know the way.
tions from members of the expeditionFOR PERSONAL HYr.IFJeK
Granulated Eyelids, Dissolved la water for d ouch a stoo
ary force to friends or relatives In the
Eyes inflamed by txpy
United States. Troop locations or
pelvio catarrh, nlcarmrion and Inflan
ur io amn,
ana nine
movements must not be mentioned.
nation. KecotnmatMled by Lydia E.
quickly relieved by Harlnt
Pinkham Med. Co. far Un years.
Money may be transmitted through
E-iEyeBeaedy. No Smarting,
A healinf wonder for nasal catarrh,
postal orders, but arrangements have
just Eys Comfort At
4f
ore throat and ser ya. Economical.
not yet been completed for parcel-po- Druggists or by mail SOc per Bottle. Murías Has
exbaevdaufV Hewdee a&d
miiiilil mmw.
ye Salva in Tubes 25c. For Bosk at the Eyt
service.
rSIB ask Hurlo ty leaedj Ci., Ckiciit
t,
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super-cream-

Mrs. Blunche Shoemaker Wagstaff,
a prominent author and poet, Is going
to France to drive an ambulance with
a hospital on the British front. Mrs.
Wagstaff will be a valuable addition
to the hospital, being as capable at
repairing her machine as she Is at
driving it. She is an expert mechanic
and a crack motorcyclist.

DOG'S RESCUE EFFORT FAILS
Into River, Vainly
Collie, Plunging
Tries to Hold Up Body of His
Master.
Westfield, Mass. Joseph Wrogow-sky- ,
seven years old, was drowned In
the Westfield river at Red Rock after
his collie, Fluff, twice tried to bring the
boy to shore.

brother,
Joseph and his
were playing on the bank.
Joseph slipped Into the river. The dog
plunged In, got the lad's collar In a firm
grip and tried desperately to paddle
ashore. The boy dragged the dog under until Fluff was forced to come up
d

William,

The Wyaft Live Slock

Every W oman Wants
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AMERICAN

RED CROSS

FIRST TO ANSWER

UNITS

HOSPITAL

NATION'S CALL FOR

HELP ON EUROPE'S BATTLEFIELDS
Organized In Peace Times, These Groups of Surgeons, Nurses
and Privates Arc Showing the Allies That Uncle Sam Is
.:
Prepared to Aid Them Fully in One Department at
Least This Community Must Do Its PartWe
f.;
Must Give Our Time, Services, Money.

i

If the American Bed Cross had never
done anything else than organize, equip
and upply the base hospitals which
are now backing our armies, It would
have justified Its existence. Of course
It has done, and still Is doing, countless great things for America and for
the world; but Its accomplishment In
the line of base hospitals Is Just now
of prime Importance.
As briefly as it may be defined, a
base hospital Is an Institution which
cares for the sick or wounded soldier
from the time he Is sent back from
the tiring line, until he Is able to be
removed to a hospital In his own coun'

requires nn operation, he Is In the
hands of the best surgeons of the land,
with the finest surgical tools to do
their work. And the hospital has an
ample supply of wound dressings, pads,
spllnt
surgical
hospital gowns,
shirts all the thousand and one things
s
a
hospital must have.
That Is the service which the American Red Cross has provided for the
American soldier before our country
was nt war before a single American
ship or unit of the American army
was headed for Europe. Thirty-si- r
of
these hospitals enough to care for the
wounded of an army of a million men
have been made ready to the last
try.
It Is almost unbelievable, but never- strip of bandage and the last enrolled
theless a fact, that until the American stretcher bearer. Several of them are
Red Cross took hold of the task a now In France, helping to care for the
year ago, no nation In the history of wounded of the allies, and ready to
the world had ever organized a base care for the American soldiers who are
hospital until after war had been de- sure to fall Into their hands before
clared and the fighting begun, and the many weeks.
Each of these base hospitals calls
wounded men lay' writhing on the
for the services of 23 surgeons, 2
ground.
Always, of course, there have been dentists, 75 Red Cross nurses and 150
a few army surgeons with each regi- privates, Including orderlies, ambument, who patched up the slightly lance drivers, stretcher bearers and
wounded and got them back Into the clerks.
The permanent minimum equipment
firing line ns quickly as possible. Also,
of course, there have always been In of each hospltol consists of three carall countries some sort of hospital sys- loads of beds, mattresses, scientific aptem for the care of the sick and paratus, operating room paraphernalia,
and all utensils. Units going to
wounded when they got home.
these days, however, are taking
But always the Intermediate Institution, for the care and transportation double or triple equipment.
The consumable supplies of each hosof the sick and wounded between the
front and the home hospitals, was pital consists of 85 crates of bandages,
missing.
This has Invariably led to wound pads, splints, fracture pillows,
a terrible congestion of wounded on dressings and hospital supplies of
the batilcfclds. where thousands suf- every kind to the number of 42.4S2, all
fered needlessly, lost arms and legs made up to army standard, packed,
that might have been saved, or died boxed and labeled so that surgeons and
when a little care would have pre- nurses can put their hands on them
first-clas-

Public Sale

1

"The House of Service"

I will offer at Public sale at the F. 0. White farm,
miles northeast of Mills, 16 miles north of Roy, 2
Palouse School, on

11

SpeciaL

S--

ANNOUNCEMENT

Thursday, Aug. 9, 1917.
Sale to commence

at

10

The following

o'clock A. M.

pro-

perty tow it- -

11 Head of Cattle
10 choice milk cows,
Face BuU, full blood.

fresh or fresh soon.

11

Annua'

White

6 Head of Horses
Work mare 9 yrs old colt at side,
Percheron gelding 2 yr, old work mare
10 yrs old.

OUR

11

6

AUGUS

filly, saddle bred
yrs work mare

Clearance

Other articles not listed will be sold.

TERMS
A credit of 5 months will be given on all sums over $10.
without interest if paid on or before maturity 10 off for
cash over 12 percent interest if not baid when due.

'

En-rop- e

served them.

In n moment.

Jefferson Randolph Kenn, U. S.
A. Medical corps, director general of
military relief of the Red Cross, has
likened the former organization to a
bridge of which tho end spans were
complete, but the middle spon the
base hospitals was entirely lacking.
When a man Is wounded In battle,
the method of caring for him Is this
modified, of course, ,by varying conditions:
ITe lies on the field In Xo Man's
Land between the lines, or In the
trench until he Is able to drag himself
away, or the stretcher bearers can
reach him, and carry him to one of
the little first-aislations. Those are
always very near to the fighting lines
sometimes In a part of the trenph
where the men are fighting.
ThtTP an army surgeon stanches the
flow of blood, puts a dressing on the
wound to keep out Infection, binds on

Now from this It might seem that
the; Red
Cross has dono everything needful, and that there Is nothing more to do for the base hospitals
but to wait until the wounded begin
to stream in, and give tlirm tho benefit
of all this foresight.
Not so. It has been established that
the supplies of bnndages and splints
and wound pads and gauze In a base
hospital last through just about four
days of heavy fighting. Then, unless
there were n great store of supplies
to draw from, the hospital would find
Itself with 500 wounded on hand, and
no dressings for their wounds.
Here, again, Is work for the Red
All over the land, wherever
Cross.
supplies were made for these !50 base
hospitals, are women trained In making hospital supplies.
It is for these
women not only to stand ready to furnish other supplies, but to train still

Col.

d

3?

L

C. W. Knotts,
Col. F. O. WHITE,
R. W. EATON, .Clerk,

Announcement
Next Week

Lunch on the Ground

The experts declare that if a lot
Df potatoes is not uniform It Is often
tvorth while to sort them and use the
large ones with roast meats or at
iHhcr times when tho oven need not
te specially heated and save the small
mics for times when quick cookln is
nore convenient.

House Plants Must Breathe.
Turn house plants half wav nbont
at least once each week, to keep all
sides alike and exposed to the light.
Keep dust from them by frequent
praying or sponging, so pores will not
jecome clogged. They must breathe
r they perish.

No Time to Interrupt.
The oilier morning when mother
went to wake little Gretchen saying,
"Come, dear, it's time to get up and
get ready for school," she opened one
eye nnd sleepily said : "Don't bother
me now, mother, I'm dreaming nn important dream."

Will Start About

Aug, 15t

Auct.

Wind Velocity.
Some builders of windmills estlmnte
ihat a wind of 10 miles an hommay
be expected for eight hours per day
on the average for cvwy day In the
year. This does not mean thnt such n
wind can be relied upon every day In
the year, but that the average wind all
the year around would equal 1(5 miles
an hour for eight hours every day.

SALE

Household Economics.

FloersheimS
Roy,

"The

NewMex.

Store"

One-Pric- e

i

Automatic.

RiQht Thinking.

If you (4nrt to thinking along right
Inés you will get the Information you
iced, because you will seek the
sources from which It may be'

ublic Sale

I

We will offer at Public Sale at the T. M. Ogden farm 12
miles N. E. of Roy, 12 miles S. E. of Mills, 2 miles west of
Liberty School on - -
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-
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Sunshine.
"Those who brlns sunshine to the
Ives of others cannot keep it iroia
hernselvcs." J. M. Carrie.

"Dp man d::t talks! de loudest," said
Jr.eie Klxni, "frenerally lets his volco
:ep worklr,' while his mind rests.''
Cuckoo Cn!!s ard Wedding Rings.
For a girl to dream of hearing the
cuckoo Is said to be a means whereby
she may ascertain how many years
will elapse before she will wear a wedding riiiR. The number of years will
answer to the number of times tho
bird is heard calling in her dream.

,

.3'K"Í.

After wounded soldiers received first aid in the trench dressing stations they are carried back by Red Cross workers under fire to waiting
Red Cross ambulances In which they are conveyed to a field hospital.
Thence they are removed to the base hospital.
women to take up the work ; for
splints In case of broken bones, and otner
lien the Americans begin to fight
makes It possible for the patient to bo
there will be no stopping tho stream of
moved to the little field hospital a
wounded until the war Is won. And
thort distance from the fighting line.
the Red Cross cannot afford to let a
This field hospital Is usually a tent single fighting man die for lack of n
sometimes a hut or a barn or even bandage or a splint. Is our commua space in the open air sheltered by a nity doing its part?
hill or a clump of trees. It is really
In France right now tho supply of
little more than an enlurged first-aiso low that they
station, with a capacity for not more gauze and linen is
using old newspato
reported
be
are
than 125 wounded, who He on the
bleeding wounds. That
ground on tnrpnullns.
There ure no pers to stanch
must never happen to an American solbeds, and seldom any cots.
dier. And unless the American people
From the field hospital the woundget behind the Red Cross with all their
ed are taken, ns rapidly as possible, to strength and hi nil their numbers, and
the evacuation hospital, still farther train themselves to turn out supplies
from the danger zone. Each evacuafor their hospitals, It may happen.
tion hospital cares for the wounded
It would be the irony of fate If a
from three field hospitals. This, too,
from our own town perhaps
soldier
Is an emergency stirtlon, and has no
family, or mine were to get
permanency.
It Is a collection station your own
gangrene
in his wound, perhaps lose
wounded",
worst
where
cases
for
the
n leg or even his life, bearm
or
nn
may be givea a little mere attention
we
folks
hero hnd failed to furcause
than has been possible before.
nish the dressings for his wound.
As rapidly ns the motor ambulances,
the hospital trains, the hospital ships,
or other agencies, are able to work,
Telegrams at Half Rates.
the wounded are taken from these colAll official messages between Red
lecting stations to the base hospital, Cross chnpters and the American Red
located at the army base some distance Cross headquarters at Washington
to the rear.
may now be sent at half rates. This
Here, for the first time, the woundIs a courtesy by the Fostul and tho
ed man finds himself In a real hos- Western Union companies.
The next
pital, In .the hands of surgeons and step would seem to be the franking of
nurses who have the time to give his nil official mall, not only between
hurts every possible care.
Washington and chopters, hut
He Is put Into a real bed in a real
business. This can come only
hospital, supplied with
bacthrough congressional action.
teriological and pathological laboraHava You Joined Yet?
tories, a diet kitchen presided over by
The Red Cross now has more than
skilled cooks, and with surgeons and
nurses drawn from America'! most 1,200 regularly organized chapters in
highly trained to wait on him. If be the United States, with considerably
more than 2.000,000 members.
d

Wed. Aug. 8, 1917.
Sale to commence a

10

o'clock A. M.' The follow ing

pro-

perty towit- -

14 head of Horses 14
7 head of mares, 1 unbrokén mare, colt at side, 1 brood
mare and two colts, two yearling colts, 1 yearling mule.

16 Head of Cattle 16
10 milch cows, 3

yearling heiffers,

1

Just unloading a car of the famous

yearing steer, 2

weaning calues.

FARM MACHINERY

A complete assortment of size and styles.

Farm wagon, Mowing machine,
set wagon harness, other implements and tools
Riding-cultivato- r,

sled-ciiuvat-

.

HOUSEHOLD ARTICLES
Otner articles not listed will be sold.

TERMS:-- 14 Months time, no

Interest

if paid

or before maturity. 12 percent
from date if delinquent. Cash on $10 and less. 10 off for cash

U

o

on

POL

VlJXiLJJr

Inter-chapt-

Col. F, O.

WHITE, Auct.

Lunch served by Christian Ladies Aid

Van Brant Line

n

J

If you will need a grain drill this season we
advise you to place your order for same at
once as there is strong probability that manufacturers will make further rice advances
f
on later shipments.
VAN BRUNT drills have no superiors
and
few equals in durability and seeding perform- ance, and are sold at reasonable prices.

i
,

We invite you to call and see samples set up

"One Price to All"

w ilsoii Goo
MILLS,

NewM(exico.

